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CHAPTER 3

On the Proper Characterization of
‘Nonconcatenative’ Languages

1. INTRODUCTION
Past theoretical analyses have claimed that nonconcatenative languages are
phonolo gically special. 1 In these langua ges, a configuration such as C iVC i,
where the two cons onants are id entical, may result from an autosegmental
operation that spreads the root of a single underlying consonant over two
C positions (see 1). This hypothetical type of spreading has been called
‘long-distance consonantal spreading,’ henceforth LDC-spreading. LDCspreading is thought to proceed unobstructed by the intervening vowel
because vowels and consona nts are represe nted on d ifferent planes. T his
representational hypothesis is known as V/C planar segregation.
1. V/C planar segregation
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(output: [CiVC i])

(example: Arabic radadtu ‘I returned’)
The effect of LDC -spreading is thus to create a copy of a segment over
intervening segmental material, an effect similar to that found in the
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phenomenon of reduplica tion. Similarity notwithstanding, LDC-spreading
and reduplication have been attributed to unrelated mechanisms of the
theory. In LDC-sp reading, co pying is the apparent effect of double linking
of a single conso nant to two skeletal positions. In reduplication, copying
literally creates a second instance of a consonant. The two mechanisms
exist within different components of the grammar, LDC-spreading in the
phonolo gical and red uplication in the morpho logical com ponent.
M y goal in this chapte r is to address this redundancy in a
phonological theory which admits two distinct operations of segmental
copying, and advocate its elimination by reducing LDC-spreading to the
same formal mechanism underlying reduplication. Crucial to this reduction
will be the notion of gradient violation of constraints in the framework of
Optimality Theory of Prince & Smolensky (1993). I then examine the
implications of this reduction for the typological distinction posited
between concatenative and nonconcatenative languages. I ar gue that this
distinction is not to be formally expressed in terms of the special
phonological mechanisms of LDC-spreading and V/C planar segregation,
but rather in terms of the special mode of reduplicative affixation
employe d in nonconcatenative languag es. Reduplicative affixes in these
languages are a-templatic, in the sense that there is no prosodic
requirement imposed on the shape of the affixes. The identification of this
type of affixation provides examples of an implicitly predicted but
heretofore undocumented type of affixation in the theory of Pr osodic
Morp hology.
This chapter rela tes to Articulato ry Locality as follows. LDCspreading is excluded by the proposed notion of locality in phonolo gy:
spreading between the two cons onants in a CVC sequence must prop agate
through the vowel, which would completely obliterate the vowel. The
argument in this chapter has two parts: (a) LDC-spreading must be
eliminated for reasons independent of Articulatory Locality, and (b) this
elimination has welcom e conseq uences for p honolog ical theory in gen eral,
and Prosodic Morphology in particular. The ensuing argument, then,
provide s independ ent suppo rt for Articulato ry Locality.
2. CHAPTER ORGANIZATION
The cha pter is organ ized as follow s. Section 3 in troduces the Optimality
theoretic notion of co rrespond ence, which h as been suc cessfully emplo yed
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to characteriz e the cross-linguistic facts of templatic reduplication, and
which will play a central role in the analyses throughout this chapter.
Section 4 begins the main part of this chapter by considering the noted
redundancy between the two copyin g mechan isms in Tem iar, one of th e
main indigenous languages o f Malaysia (B enjamin 1 976). T he specific
choice of Temiar r ests on three reasons. First, the language is notorious
for the complexity of its copying p atterns, and d espite valiant atte mpts
(McCarthy 1982, Broselow & McCar thy 1983), it had so far resisted a
satisfactory account. Second, it has been argues that Temiar requires the
full deployment of both copying mechanisms, LDC-spreading and
reduplication. Finally, the facts of the language illustra te in a striking way
the inadequacy of the derivational approa ch to copying, while at the same
time demonstrating the type of affixation that I will argue to be the subc ase
of reduplicative affixation specific to noncon catenative languages.
The main part o f section 4 pre sents a unified an alysis of segmental
copying in the verbal morphology of Temiar. The analysis builds on an
understanding of the basic prosodic and morphological properties of the
language developed here for the first time. All instances of segmental
copying are analyzed in terms of a single notion of correspondence. The
full range of pa tterns emerge s from the interaction of correspondence
constraints with other constraints expressing independently established
regularities of the language. Section 5 discusses previous analyses of the
language, demonstrating in particular the superiority of the
corresponde nce approach to copying over derivation al alternatives.
Section 6 argues tha t the elimination o f LDC-sp reading an d its
geometric premise o f V/C segre gation is not o nly possible b ut in fact
necessary. Reconstructing the original argument for having both LDCspreading and reduplication in the theory, I expose the weaknesses of its
premises and the conceptual problems they raise. I argue, in addition, that
the theory admitting LDC-spreading and V/C planar segregation fails to
explain the fact that whenever LDC-spreading has been claimed to apply,
it spreads the whole consonant and never one of its individual features.
These problem s are resolve d under th e propo sed unification since it is
clear that segmental copying, as in reduplica tion, targets only w hole
segments, not individual features.
Sectio n 7 develops the typological consequences of the elimination
of LDC-spreading and V/C segregation. It begins by examining some
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basic patterns of seg mental cop ying in Semitic. These languages were
thought to provide another type of motivation for V/C seg regation, du e to
the traditionally assum ed distinct morphologic al status attributed to
consonants and vowels. Irrespective of the status of this assumption, the
same basic redu ction of LD C-spread ing to copyin g via correspondence
extends to these languages as well. I conclude that the distinction between
concatenative and nonconcatenative languages need not and should not be
encoded in terms of the special phonological mechanisms of V /C
segregation and LD C-spread ing. Rather, the distinction is identified with
a special type o f reduplicativ e affixation employed in nonconcatenative
languages, where reduplicative affixes are not specified for a ny prosod ic
target, their exact realization being determined by the constraints of the
particular language. Section 8 concludes with a summ ary of the main
arguments and results of the chapter.2 Finally, as an exc ursion, in section
9, I further discuss some of the prosodic properties of Temiar and other
South-East Asian languages. I suggest that some of these properties can be
understoo d once we assume a ne w scalar con ception o f syllabic weight.
3. CORRESPONDENCE IN OPTIMALITY THEORY
Faithfulness in OT expresses the fact that related grammatical forms, such
as Input/Output and Base/Reduplicant, tend to be identical. The
Correspondence theory of McCarthy & Prince (1995a) gives formal
content to the notion of faithfulness. 3 Correspondence defines a relation
between two forms, as stated in (2) below.
2. Correspondence
Given two segmental strings S 1 and S 2, correspondence is a relationU
from the segments of S 1 to those of S 2. Segments " of S 1 and $ of S 2 are
referred to as correspo ndents of one another when "U $.
A correspondence relation imposes a number of constraints requiring
identity between the two segme ntal strings. Two basic correspondence
constraints are given in (3) and (4) for the Base(B)/Reduplicant(R)
correspondence relation. 4
3.

M AX BR
Every segment of B has a correspondent in R.
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D EP BR
Every segment of R has a correspondent in B.

Perfect correspondence is total reduplication, as in Axininca Campa
nata-nata ‘carry’ (copie d segmen ts are boldfaced), which fully statisfies
M AX BR and D EP BR. Deviations from perfection are found when, because
of higher ranked constraints, the reduplicant copies less than the whole
base, violating M AX BR, or when the reduplicant contains segments which
are not part of the base, violating D EP BR. Both cases of violation
correspond to well-attested phenomena, partial reduplication and
prespecified reduplication respectively. In Temiar, for example, the
simulfactive aspect form c 1a.c 1vc 2 derived from the biconsonantal verbal
base c 1vc 2, copie s only a single consonant of the base, causing two
violations of M AX BR because /v, c 2/ are not copied. Moreover, the output
contains /a/ wh ich is not part o f the base, a vio lation of D EP BR.
Other constraints evaluate the quality of the identity between
correspondent segments over featural and prosodic d imensions, as in (5)
and (6) re spectively.
5.

I D E N TBR(F)
A segment in R and its correspo ndent in B must have identical
values for the feature [F].

6.

S ROLE
A segment in R and its correspondent in B must have identical
syllabic roles.

Featural identity may be violated because of higher ranked constraints
imposing specific demands on the featural make-up of a correspondent
segment. In Temiar voiceless stops are nasalized to become more sonorous
in coda position due to a constraint specific to codas, C O D A -C O N D (Prince
& Smolensky 1993, Itô & Mester 1993, Itô 1989 ). W hen a copy of the
base-final consona nt is affixed, as in yaap ‘to cry’ y e m.yaap, the
consonant is thus nasalized : I D E N TBR(nasal) is violated because of the
higher ranked CO D A -C O N D .
S ROLE in (6) is unviolated in Temiar and fully determines the choice
of copied conso nants. When a ba se consonant is copied and placed in
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onset position, it is the first consonant of the base that is chosen for
copying, as in c 1a.c 1vc 2. But when the copied consonant is placed in coda
position, as in c1e c 3.c 2vc 3, the final consonant of t he base is chosen for
copying instead. Vio lations of S ROLE are found, for example, in Ilokano
plural reduplication pu.sa ‘cat’, pus-pu.sa ‘cats’, where /s/ is a coda in the
reduplica nt but an onse t in the base.
In the following analysis I will show how to account for the entire
range of copying patterns in the verbal morphology of Temiar using the
same unitary notion of correspondence, hence extending its use to the
domain of nonconcatenative languages. I will also argue that any
derivational approach to the facts of Temiar relying on an interleaving of
morphological and phonological operations is bound to miss significant
generalizations, directly captured by the Optimality theoretic model via the
parallel application of morp hological and pho nological constraints.
4. TEMIAR VERBAL MORPHOLOGY: A UNIFIED ACCOUNT
OF COPYING
Temiar [tm ee r] is one of the main Austroasiatic languages of Malaysia. It
belongs to the Mon Khmer family which, together with the Munda
languages, comprise the Austroasiatic family (Ruh len 1987, Th omas &
Headley 1970). The Mon Khmer family includes eleven groups, one of
which is the Aslian languages spoken in the Malaysian peninsula.5 The
Aslian branch is furthe r divided into Northern , Central, and South Aslian
languages. The Central Aslian subfamily includes about twenty languages.
Grammatical descriptions of these languages are limited to Jah-Hut, Semai
and Temiar. Of these three, Temiar has been des cribed in the most detail,
in Benjamin (1976), and will be the main focus of this chapter.6
Temiar has two main dialects, N orthern and Southern. The description
in Benjamin (1976) is based on the Northe rn dialect spo ken in the B etis
and lower Perolak valleys of the Kelantan region. This is also the dialect
spoken by the Temiar announcers in the Orang Asli (Aslian Man) service
of Radio M alaysia (Care y 1976). It sh ould be n oted th at the speakers of
this language call themselves Senoi Serok, meaning Inland or H ill People.
To avoid confusion, I will continue to use the name Temiar employed by
Benjam in and Diffloth, w hose desc riptions of T emiar and other closely
related Aslian languages pro vide the sources of this analysis.
In the Austroasiatic branch of Mon Khmer, Aslian languages have the
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most developed morphological systems. In fact, the nonconcatenative
morpho logy of Temiar has been characterized as extremely complex
(McCarthy 1982). It includes a variety of intricate combinations of
infixations and copies of consonants, found in particular in the two main
aspects of the language, the simulfactive and the continuative. It is perhaps
not an accident that the only thoro ugh analysis of this m orpholo gy to date
is that of McCarthy (1982). This section attempts a new approach to the
verbal morphology o f the language. S ubsection 4 .1 introduc es its basic
prosod ic properties, discusses the verbal paradigms, and uncovers
significant generalizations in the locus of affixation of the simulfactive and
continuative morphe mes. The se generaliza tions will enable for the first
time a unified analysis of segmental copying in the morphology of the two
aspects, as presented in subsection 4.2. All segmental copying is induced
by a correspondence relation holding betwee n the segments of the base
and the segments of the affix, obviating the mechanism of LDC-spreading,
thought to be necessary in previous analyses of the language.
4.1 Basic Prosodic and Morphological Properties
The consonant inventory of Temiar consists of the sounds in (7a). The
places of articulation of the consonants are, for each column in turn,
bilabial, apico-alveolar (with contact slightly more towards the blade than
in English), lamino-alveolar, dorso-velar and laryngeal resp ectively. As is
typical of Mon-Khmer languages, Temiar has a large vowel system. The
basic set of short oral vowels is given in (7b). Len gth is distinctive for a ll
these vowels, and all oral vowels can be nasalized.
7. a. Conso nants
p
t
b
d
s
m
n
w
y
l
r

c
j

g

=

N

b. Vowe ls
i

e
c
E
a

u
o
O

/, h
Temiar has two types of verbal bases, biconsonantal and
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triconsona ntal, shown in (8), where I also give the CV pattern of the verb
for future reference. The superscripts in the CV pattern indicate the
relative ord er of conso nants and ‘.’ stand s for syllable bo undary.
8.

a. Biconsonantal c 1vc 2
1

2

b.Triconsonantal c .c vc

3

k ]] w

‘to call’

s.l] g

‘to lie down’

Biconsonantal bases consist entirely of one syllable. Triconsonantal
bases are bisyllabic, exhibiting the special type of underlyingly voweless
syllables found in Aslian (and Mon Khmer) languages. In s.l] g the
consonant /s/ is the onset of a syllable, called a minor syllable that has no
phonolo gically specified vo wel, as opp osed to the final major syllable of
the word, which does con tain a phono logically spec ified vowel. Examples
of words with one-consonant minor syllables are sho wn in (9a-c) (ignore
for the mome nt the phone tic forms, which I discuss below). In (9 a), t.le k,
t is the onset of the minor syllable, followed by the major syllable l e k.
Morphological operations, involving infixations of consonants, can create
closed minor syllables, consisting of two consonants as shown in (9d-f).
In (9d), the minor syllable is br with /b/ as its onset an d /r/ as its coda .
9.

a. t.le k
‘to teach’
[tc .le k]
b. b.huj
‘guilty’
[b c .huj]
c. s.l] g
‘to lie down’
[s c .l] g]
d. br.caa §
‘to feed’
[b e r.caa§ ]
e. cb.niib
‘going’
[c e b.niib]
f. t § .taa§ ‘old men’
[te§ .taa§ ]

According to Benjamin, phonetically minor syllables surface with two
predictab le vowel qualities. Open minor syllables are transcribed with the
vowel [ c ] as in (9a-c), and closed min or syllables with the vowel [ e ] as in
(9d-f) (but see discussion below). T hese minor vowels, then, ar e entirely
predictab le from context. This can b e seen in the wa ys these vowe ls
surface in different morphological variants of a word. In (10), showing
part of the voice/a spect para digm of s.l ] g ‘to lie down’, the minor syllable
vowels [ c / e ] are freely substituted by other vowels provided by the
morphology or by each other, co nditioned a pparently o nly by syllable
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structure in the latter case.
10. a. [sc .l] g]
b. [sa.l ] g]
c. [se r.l ] g]
d. [sc .r e g.l ] g]

‘to
‘to
‘to
‘to

lie
lie
lie
lie

down’
down-S IM.’
down-C AUS.’
down-C ONT .’

In (10b), when the vowel affix /a/ is added to the verbal base of (10a), the
[ c ] in the minor syllable of [sc .l] g] changes to [a]. In (10c), when the
consonant affix /r/ is added, the vowel [ c ] changes to [e ]. Finally, (10d)
shows the same alternation in the inverse direction, where the vowel [ e ] of
[s e r.l ] g] turns to [c ].
Furthermore, there is evidence suggesting that Benjamin’s categorical
‘[ c ] in open/[ e ] in closed syllab le’ transcription of minor syllab le
realizations may be an oversimplification of the range of possible vowel
qualities. In the closely related Seno ic languages, S emai and J ah-Hut,
Diffloth notes that mino r syllable vowe ls have variou s transitional
qualities, depend ing on their context. For example, in Semai, /k.§ee p/ ‘red
centipede’ is realized ph onetically as [ke§ee p]. As Diffloth (1976a: p. 233)
characteristica lly notes, “the ma in vowel e : starts where /k/ ends and ends
where /p/ begins; the glottal stop is superposed at some time during the
utterance of the vowel.” This ‘anticipation’ of the vowel of the major
syllable Diffloth finds to be a characteristic of all Aslian languages.
Diffloth also notes that minor syllables are rea lized pho netically with other
transitional vowel qua lities. For example, in the context of a labial
consona nt, the vowel of the minor syllable has a [u]-like quality, wh ile in
the context o f palatal conso nants it has a high fro nt [i]-like quality.
It thus seems that the qualities of minor syllable vowels derive from
context and not from so me under lying specification of a vocalic ta rget. I
will thus assume that these vowels are not specified underlyingly, but are
the phonetic realizations of a syllable with no phonologically specified
vowel. 7 This is also the assumption in Diffloth’s descriptions of two other
Senoic languages, Semai and Jah-H ut, which are clo sely related to Temiar.
If the surface vowels of minor syllables are no t specified und erlyingly
then their variation can be seen as a reflex of the articulatory transition
between two consonantal gestures. The first is the gesture of the onset of
the minor syllable and the second is the gesture of the following
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consona nt, which can be either the coda of the minor syllable or the onset
of the following syllable. In producing this conson antal sequence, the first
gesture forms a constriction and then releases it before producing the
constriction of the second gesture. In the transitional period between the
onset of the release of the first gesture and the formation of the
constriction of the secon d gesture, ther e is no comp lete obstruction in the
vocal tract. This giv es the effect of a vow el whose qu ality is highly
depend ent on the co ntext.
Apart from the existence of minor syllables, the structure of Temiar
syllables is simple. Eve ry syllable must have an onset, and complex
syllabic margins are not allowed. Thus in t.le k ‘to teach’, the first
consonant is the onset of a minor syllable followed by a major syllable,
and in br.caa § ‘to feed’, the first consonant is the onset and the seco nd is
the coda of the minor syllable. This simple syllabic structure can be
captured by the two standard constraints of the basic syllabic theory of OT
shown in (11) and (12). These two constraints are never violated in this
language.
11. O N S
Every syllable must have an onset.
12. *C OMPLEX
No more than o ne segmen t may associa te to any syllabic margin.
Another prosodic property of Temiar is that major syllables appear
always in the final position, bearing the word stress, and preceded by an
optional sequence of minor syllables. This is a general property of the
Mon Khmer fa mily. Since stress in Mon K hmer is typically fina l, this
property can be seen as a special case of a widely attested tendency of
languages to reduce th eir vowel inventories in unstressed positions.
Typical examples of inventory reductions from stressed to unstressed
positions cross-linguistically include the seven to five vowel reduction of
Italian, the six to four reduction of Rumanian, the five to three reduction
in Sicilian, and the eight to six reduction in Turkish. In Temiar unstressed
positions, corresponding to minor syllables, the vowel inventory is
reduced to just two predictable qualities [ c /e ], i.e. no contrast among
vowels in this position. The issue of how to express this generalization
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using current reso urces is a problem beyond the scope of this chapter.
Here I will simply use the constraint 1-V in (13), as a cover name for the
set of constraints that may lie behind the Temiar (and Mon Khmer)
generalization (see section 9 for further discussion).
13. 1-V
There is only one specified vowel (hence one major syllable) per
word.
I now turn to the morpho logical properties of the verbal p aradigms.
There are two voices, active and causative. For each voice, there are three
aspects, perfective, simulfactive, and continuative. The aspectual paradigm
of the active voice is shown in (14).
14. Active Voice
a. Perfective

b. Simulfactive

c. Continuative

Biconsonantal

Triconsonantal

c 1vc 2

c 1.c 2vc 3

k ]] w ‘to call’

s.l] g ‘to lie down’

c 1a.c 1vc 2

c 1a.c 2vc 3

ka.k ]] w

sa.l ] g

c 1c 2.c 1vc 2

c 1c 3.c 2vc 3

kw.k ]] w

sg.l ] g

The unmarked perfective asp ect consists of the verbal base alone, (14a).
This perfective is then the base for the formation of the two other asp ects,
the simulfactive and the continuative. The simulfactive aspect in (14 b) is
marked by the vowe l /a/, and in the bic onsonan tal case, also b y a copied
base consona nt. The co ntinuative aspe ct in (14c) involves only copying of
base consonants.
The aspectual paradigm of the causative voice is shown in (15).
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15. Causative Voice

Biconsonantal

Triconsonantal

c vc
k ]] w ‘to call’

c 1.c 2vc 3
s.l] g ‘to lie down’

a. Perfective

tr.c 1vc 2
tr.k ]] w

c 1r.c 2vc 3
sr.l ] g

b. Simulfactive

t.ra.c 1vc 2
t.ra.k ]] w

c 1.ra.c 2vc 3
s.ra.l ] g

c. Continuative

t.rc2.c 1vc 2
t.rw.k ]] w

c 1.rc3.c 2vc 3
s.rg.l ] g

Base (Ac t. Perf.)

1

2

The perfective aspect is formed from the corresponding active perfective
base (repeated in 15 as the Base) by addition of the affix /tr/, (15a). T his
affix is subject to allomorphy, as shown in the case of triconsonantal
bases, where it appears as an infixed /r/. 8 As in the active voice, the
simulfactive and continuative are formed from the perfective base. The
simulfactive is again marked by the vowel infix /a/, (15b), and the
continuative by copying of various base consonants, (15c).
An important property of these paradigms concerns the locus of
affixation of the simulfactive and contin uative morphe mes. In all
simulfactive patterns the affix /a/ a ppears im mediately to the left of the
major syllable of the base, as shown by the forms enumerated in (16a).
The continuative patterns have a copied consona nt also imme diately to the
left of the major syllable of the base, as shown in (16b).
16. a. Simulfactive s: c 1a .c 1vc 2 c 1a.c 2vc 3 t.ra.c 1vc 2 c 1.ra.c 2vc 3
b. Continuatives: c 1c 2.c 1vc 2 c 1c 3.c 2vc 3 t.rc 2.c 1vc 2 c 1.rc 3.c 2vc 3
The generalization that stands out is that a new segment (/a/ or a copy of
a consonant) appears in the rime position of the prefinal syllable. This is
a robust property of the language, applying to all continuative and
simulfactive forms. I propose to capture it with an alignment constraint,
requiring that the right edge of an affix must be aligned with the left edge
of the major syllable of the base. This major syllable, being stressed, is the
head of the prosodic word (PrWd) in Temiar. The constraint can then be
stated in the generaliz ed alignment schema of McCarthy & Prince
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(1993b), as in (17). This constraint applies throughout the verbal
morphology of the simulfactive and continuative.
17. A LIGN(Affix, R, Head(PrWd), L)
The right edge of an affix must be aligned with the left edge of
the proso dic head o f the base. (hen ceforth, "-HEAD )
Apart from this, there does not a ppear to be any par ticular proso dic
requirement on how these affixes surface in the various outputs. The
simulfactive is realized with the vowel /a/, and in the case of
biconso nantals with a copy of a consonant of the base as well. The
continuative, on the other hand, is always realized with a copy of at least
one base con sonant. T he following a nalysis will show that the simulfactive
and the continuative affixes are both reduplicative and specified as
consisting of a single (segmental) Root node. The only difference between
the two is that in the simulfactive the R oot is phon ologically specified to
be the vowel /a/, while in the continu ative it is not. This d ifference is
illustrated in (18 a) and (18 b) respec tively.
18. a. Simulfactive affix:

Root
|
a

b. Continuative affix:

Root

(no featural co ntent)
It will be seen that the fact that in the con tinuative the Ro ot is realized with
a consonant follows from the interaction of independent constraints on the
prosody of the languag e. In fact, all other d ifferences between the
simulfactive and continu ative patterns w ill follow entirely from the
interaction of the independently established prosodic regularities,
expressed by *C OMPLEX , O N S , and 1-V .9
I now briefly review the semantic distinctions encoded by the three
aspects of the verbal paradigm. The continuative aspect of the verb
indicates that the focus is on the action of the verb. This use is
demonstrated best by contrasting the meaning of the continuativ e with that
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of the corresponding perfective.
19. Perfective versus Continuative
Perf. na-rec /amboj ‘he-eats pork (as opposed to other
meat)’
10
Cont. na-re=rec /amboj
‘he-is eating pork (as opposed to
bathing or sleeping)’
Perf. na-s c lOg baboo/
‘he-slept with a woman (he married
her)’
Cont. na-sEglOg baboo/
‘he-sleeps around with women’
The simulfactive has several uses. Among them, it indicates
suddenn ess, intensity, or simu ltaneity in the action denoted by the verb.
20. Perfective versus Simulfactive
Perf.
Sim.
Perf.
Sim.

/i-gal
/i-gagal
na-s c lOg
na-salOg

‘I-sat down’
‘I-sat down sud denly’
‘he-went to sleep’
‘he-went straight off to sleep’

Finally, causativization applies to both transitive and intransitive
verbs. In the case of the latter the verb becomes transitive. Some examples
of the causative are given in (21).
21. Perfective versus Causative
Perf.

tO/ /I-s c Niil

Caus. tO/ ha-sErNiil yeh
Perf.

pap cc t na-caa/ b c r

Caus. /i-bErcaa/ b c r ma-pap cc t

‘not I-wake (I didn't wake
up)’
‘not you-cause-wake I (you
didn’t wake me up)’
‘baby he-eats vegetables’
‘I feed vegeta ble s t o the
baby’
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The various Temiar paradigms thus appear to involve a rather
complex set of consonant copies and affixations. Naturally, one wonders
how productive these patterns are. Not all bases appear in all possible
forms of every para digm. Be njamin no tes that c 1.c 2vc 3 bases “com monly
lack perfective forms, or they exist only in the causative form” (1976: p.
168) and that it is hardly the case that every roo t exhibits all poss ible
forms of every voice. This appears to be a property of other so-called
nonconcatenative morpho logical systems. M cCarthy (1979: p. 239), on
Arabic, notes that it is “an idio syncratic pro perty of any root whether it can
appear in a particular binyan.” Aronoff (19 94: p. 124) ma kes the same
observation about the Hebrew Binyan system, noting that “few if any roots
actually occur in all five major binyanim.” Finally, Prunet (1995: p. 2)
identifies this lack of full productivity as one of the main characteristics
of Semitic m orpholo gy.
At least in Temiar, these limitations can often be ascribed to the
semantic incompa tibility of the stem with the aspectual ca tegory.
Benjam in notes that, where the meaning allows, all these forms are
productive, with the exception of the causative simulfactive which occurs
in certain crystallized forms only, and usually with a non-transparent
meaning (i.e. different than implied by the inflectional category). Even this
form, however, fre quently occurs in expressives (Benjamin 1976: p. 170),
and is thus highly productive in ordinary conversation, stories and song
lyrics. It seems safe to conclude, then, that when stems d o not instantiate
all possible patterns, the reasons are primarily semantic, and not rela ted to
the complexity of the form per se.
To sum up, the three basic properties of Temiar which will be crucial
to the analysis are as follows: every syllable must have an onset (ON S ),
complex syllabic margins are not allowed (*C OMPLEX ), and every (o utput)
word must contain only one specified vowel (1-V ). Finally, the basic
generaliz ation about the locus of affixation in both simulfactive and
continuative patterns is that the affix appears aligned with the left edge of
the major syllable of the base ("-HEAD ).
4.2 Segmental Copying Derived by Correspondence
This subsection presents a full analysis of the simulfactive and
continuative aspects, in that order.11 In the simulfactive forms of (22) there
are two voices, active and causative. Each voice exh ibits two poss ible
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patterns, one bico nsonantal an d one trico nsonantal. C opies of co nsonants
are shown in boldface .
22. ACTIVE

Biconsonantal

Triconsonantal

c 1vc 2
k ]] w ‘to call’
c 1a.c 1vc 2
ka.k ]] w

c 1.c 2vc 3
s.l] g ‘to lie down’
c 1a.c 2vc 3
sa.l ] g

CAUSATIVE

Biconsonantal

Triconsonantal

c. Base

tr.c 1vc 2
tr.k ]] w
t.ra.c 1vc 2
t.ra.k ]] w

c 1r.c 2vc 3
sr.l ] g
c 1.ra.c 2vc 3
s.ra.l ] g

a. Base
b. Simulfactive

d. Simulfactive

All simulfactive forms have a prefinal syllable with the vo wel /a/, a
clear violation of the constraint 1-V , expressing w hat is otherwise a familywide generalization of Mon-Khmer languages that there be only one
syllable with a fully specified vowel. Th is provides us with the first
ranking argument of the analysis. Let us assume that the input of the
simulfactive consists of the segmental expression of the aspect, namely,
the vowel /a/, and the base. For example, in the case of an active
triconsonantal base, the input will be as sh own in the upper left corner of
tableau (23) below.
23. Rank ing argume nt: M AX IO >> 1-V
Input:

c1.c 2vc 3

a.
b.

a, c 1.c 2vc 3

L

c1a.c 2vc 3

M AX IO

1-V

*!
*

Constraint 1-V favors a candidate like (23a), where the input vowel /a/
does not surface in the output. This candidate, however, incurs a violation
of M AX IO which requ ires that every seg ment in the input must have a
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correspondent segment in the output. Candidate (23b) is in perfect
correspondence with the input but incurs a violation of 1-V . The two
constraints are thus in conflict. To choose the correct can didate, M AX IO
must dominate 1-V , i.e. M AX IO >> 1-V . The pro sodic regularity expressed
by 1-V is thus violated un der specif ic morphological co nditions. It is
nevertheless evident in the rest of the language and it will be shown to play
an active role in the morp hology of the continuative a spect. 12
The output c 1a.c 2vc 3 is otherwise un remarkab le. The vo wel /a/ is
simply prefixe d to the major syllable of the base as required by "-HEAD .
Similarly, the simulfactive o f the causativ e voice, c 1.ra.c 2vc 3 in (22d) is
formed from the corresponding causative base c1r.c 2vc 3 in (22c) by
affixation of /a/ accord ing to the dem ands of "-HEAD . The only difference
between the causativ e c 1.ra.c 2vc 3 and the active c 1a.c 2vc 3 is that the base
of the former has one more consonant in its minor syllable, i.e. causative
c 1r.c 2vc 3 versus active c1.c 2vc 3. This cause s the causative o utput to contain
one more minor syllable, as in c1.ra.c 2vc 3. An alternative output, c 1ra.c 2vc 3,
with a comple x onset is exclu ded bec ause *C OMPLEX is undominated.
Moreover, c 1 or any other consonant of the cau sative base cannot be left
unparsed because this would incur a violation of the undominated M AX IO.
It is easy to see that the other causa tive simulfactive output pattern of
biconson antals in (22d), t .ra.c 1vc 2 (whose initial /t/ will be d iscussed in
section 9), is similar in all respects to c1.ra.c 2vc 3.
Consider now the active simulfactive of biconson antals c 1a.c 1vc 2 in
(22b). Affixation of /a/ here is accompanied by a copy of a base
consona nt. The constraint "-HEAD will require that /a/ be in a prefinal
syllable, which is then required to have an onset because the constraint
O N S is undominated. This then explains the presence of the new consonant
in the output. There is therefore no need to attribute this co nsonant to
some output template specific to the simulfactive, as had been assumed in
previous analyses of these facts (McCarthy 1982, Broselow & M cCarthy
1983), or to some prosodic requirem ent impose d on the sha pe of this
particular affix.
The affix is thus only partia lly specified in the inp ut as /a/ and its full
surface realization is determined by the grammar of the language. It
remains to be explained why the needed onset is a cop y of a base
consona nt. I propos e that, while partia lly specified, the sim ulfactive affix
is also reduplicative, in the sense that there is a correspondence relation
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between it and the base . This corre sponde nce relation is what dictates
copying. More specifically, constraint D EP BR requires that the onset of the
prefinal syllable be a copy of a base consonant. Had the needed onset been
a ‘default’ conso nant, as in Ta .c 1vc 2, it would have no correspondent
segment in the base, a vio lation of D E P BR. The situation is depicted
formally in tableau (24) below. Violations of D EP BR are indicated not by
the usual ‘*’ but by the segment incu rring the violatio n.
24. Active simulfactive of biconsonantals; copying induced by DEPBR
a, c 1vc 2

ON S

a.

a.c 1vc 2

*!

b.

Ta.c 1vc 2

Input:

c.

L c1a.c 1vc 2

D EP BR
a
Ta!
a

Since /a/ of the affix does not correspo nd to any base segme nt, there is a
violation of D EP BR for each one of these candidates. Candidate (24a) has
affix /a/ prefixed to the major syllable of the word. No onset is provided
for the prefina l syllable, howev er, which cau ses a fatal violation of O N S .
Candidate (24b) provides an onset by epenthesizing an unmarked
consonant /T/ with no correspondent in the base. This causes a second
fatal violation of D EP BR. Finally, candid ate (24c) avoids a second violation
of D EP BR by copying a b ase conso nant. O N S and D EP BR are unranke d with
respect to each other.
For copying of the consonant to take place, however, an additional
ranking must in fact be established. Creating a copy of a segment
introduces another in stance of the origin al segment, inhe riting its
markedness. Following Prince & Smolensky (1993), I will assume that
segments have markedness characterized primarily by their place of
articulation. Let PL/P stand for a segment with P place of articulation. The
Markedne ss Hierarchy in (25) directly expresses the fact that coronals are
less marked than other consona nts by a ranking of the *PL/P constraints.
25. Markedness Hierarchy
*PL/Lab ial, *PL/Do rsal >> *P L/Coron al
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Hence, for copying to take place, the markedness violation of the
copied segment must never be serious enough to block copying of the
consonant, epenthesizing an unmarked /T/ instead. In other words, the
dependence requirement must be ranked higher than the markedness
violation of the copie d segment. Using the symbol *PL/PMAX for the
highest constraint( s) in the markedness hierarchy, the ranking ensuring that
copying is never blocked by the markedness of the copied segment is
D EP BR >> *PL/PMAX (which is in turn ranked higher than the constraint
*PL/PMIN, penalizing the least marked segment /T/).
Consider now the fact tha t in the rest of the simu lfactive outputs,
c 1a.c 2vc 3, t.ra.c 1vc 2, and c1.ra.c 2vc 3, no copying takes place. In previous
analyses, this had been taken as evidence that the simulfactive involves no
reduplication at all and that the copying of the consonant in c 1a.c 1vc 2 is
the result of a com pletely unrelated mechanism, namely, LDC-spreading.
A crucial tenet of OT, however, is that constraints are gradiently violable.
In particular, M AX BR, which requires that every segment of the base have
a correspo ndent in th e reduplicant, shows different degrees of violation:
in c 1a.c 2vc 3 no segment of the base is copied, incurring four violations of
M AX BR. In c 1a.c 1vc 2 only one conso nant is copied, incurring two violations
of M AX BR. Some constraint(s) must then be forcing these violations.
As discussed above, copies of segments incur markedn ess violations.
The more segments are copied the less optimal the output becomes. In
Temiar copying is min imized. Fo r example , in the biconsonantal
simulfactive c 1a.c 1vc 2, a consona nt is required in the output because of the
undominated O N S , but in c1a.c 2vc 3 no consonant is required because the
base already contains c 1, which can serve the role of the neede d onset.
Thus no copyin g takes place . If it did, as in the alternative output
c 1.c 2a.c 2vc 3, it would incur the additional violation *PL/c 2. M AX BR must
then be ranked lower than the markedness con straint of the least marked
segment, *PL/PMIN >> M AX BR. This ranking has the effect of minimizing
copying which takes p lace only whe n the presen ce of a new c onsonan t is
required by higher prosod ic constraints o f the language, in th is case, O N S .
Two crucial ranking s have thus be en established . One is D EP BR >>
*PL/P MAX, forcing copying instead of epenthesis of default consonants,
and the other is *PL/PMIN >> M A X BR, minimizing the number of copied
segments. Since, by definition *PL/PMAX >> *PL/PMIN, the overall ranking
is DEP BR >> *PL/P >> M AX BR, where *PL/P stands for any constraint of
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the markedn ess hierarchy. 13 Tableau (26) formalizes the preceding
discussion in terms of the prop osed co nstraints. Viola tions of D EP BR,
*PL/P are indicated by the segment incurring the violation. Also, under the
constraint *PL/P, I only show the additional violations of markedness
caused by copying or epenthesis (i.e. markedness violations caused by
input segments are not shown).
26. Active simulfactive of b iconsona ntals
Input:
a, c 1vc 2

ONS

D EP BR

a.
a.c 1vc 2

*!

a

M AX BR

***

b.
Ta.c 1vc 2

Ta

T

***

c. L
c1a.c 1vc 2

a

c1

**

a

c 1vc 2

a

c2

d.
c vc .a.c 1vc 2
1

*PL/P

*!

2

e.L
c 2a.c 1vc 2

**

Candidates (26a-c) have already been discussed in tableau (24). Can didate
(26d) copies the w hole base, s atisfying M AX BR completely but at the
expense of violating higher ranked constraints. 14 Finally, candidate (26e)
is so far predicted to be an alternative optimal output (at least in those
cases where *PL/c 1 >> *PL /c 2).
I thus turn to the question of what determines the choice of the
consonant to be cop ied, namely, the choice be tween the two possible
candidates (26c) and (26e). Apart from D EP BR , the copied consona nts in
these two candidates satisfy another co nstraint of corre sponde nce theory,
which requires that correspond ent segments be featurally identica l. This
in fact is a constraint fam ily, ID E N TBR(F), satisfied here for every feature
F. The constraints I D E N TBR(F) thus cannot be involved in the choice
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between the two cand idates. Aside from their featur al composition,
however, segments in the output co me equip ped with o ther proso dic
properties such as their syllab ic roles. I pro pose that this is the prope rty of
segments which determines the choice between the two candidates. Putting
alternatives aside for the m oment, the re levant constra int is S ROLE ,
requiring that correspond ent segments have identical syllabic roles.
Tableau (27) shows how SROLE determines the choice of the copied
consona nt. In (27a) the copied c 2 is parsed as an onset while c 2 in the base
is parsed as a coda. In (27b) both c 1 and its copy are parsed as onsets. In
Temiar S ROLE is never violate d, and thus I w ill assume it is undominated.
27. Choice of copied consonant
Input: a, c 1vc 2
a.

c 2a.c 1vc 2

b.

L c 1a.c 1vc 2

S ROLE
*!

Note that there is a po tential alternative to the analysis just proposed
in terms of the constraint shown in (28).
28. A N C H O R IN G (McCarthy and Prince 1994b)
Correspondence preserves alignment in the following sense: the
left/right periphera l element of the Redu plicant corr espond s to the left
(right) peripheral element of Base, if the Reduplicant is to the left/right of
the Base.
A N C H O R IN G is meant to cap ture a genera lization about the copying
and ass o ciatio n ru les o f opera tiona l the ories of reduplic a tion (M arantz
1982, McCarthy & Prince 1986). The generalization is that reduplicative
prefixes copy base material from the left edge of the base, while
reduplicative suffixes copy from the right edge of the base. The
continuative forms, however, provide the crucial evidence that this is not
the relevant constraint in Temiar. When the copied consonant is placed in
onset position, as in the simulfactive c 1a.c 1vc 2, the copy starts from the
leftmost segment of the base. But when the copied consonant is placed at
the coda position, as in the continuative c1c 3.c 2vc 3, it is the rightmost
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segment of the base that is chosen for copying. This then shows that it is
not the edge of the base that is crucial here but the prosodic role of the
copied segment (i.e. in Temiar SROLE >> A N C H O R IN G ; in the Semitic
patterns discussed in section 6, the inverse ranking will be at work).
Turning to the analysis of the continuative aspect, consider the four
patterns, two for the active and two for the causative voice, shown in (29).
29. ACTIVE

Biconsonantal

Triconsonantal

c 1vc 2
k ]] w ‘to call’
c 1c 2.c 1vc 2
kw.k ]] w

c 1.c 2vc 3
s.l] g ‘to lie down’
c 1c 3.c 2vc 3
sg.l] g

CAUSATIVE

Biconsonantal

Triconsonantal

c. Base

tr.c 1vc 2
tr.k ]] w
t.rc 2.c 1vc 2
t.rw.k ]] w

c 1r.c 2vc 3
sr.l ] g
c 1.rc 3.c 2vc 3
s.rg.l] g

a. Base
b. Continuative

d. Continuative

It is clear from all four continua tive outputs that the choice of the copied
consonant(s), is determined by S ROLE . There are two other interesting
observations that can be made about these patterns, stated in (30).
30. a. Only c onsonants are copied (i.e. the base vowel is never
copied).
b. The numb er of copied conso nants varies. In the case of c 1vc 2
there are two consonants copied. In all other cases there is only
one consonant copied.
Regarding (30a), co nsider the continuative of triconsonantals in sg.l] g
(derived from s.l ] g). Recall that the c ontinuative affix is required, under
"-HEAD , to be prefixed to the major syllable of the ba se. As in the case of
the simulfactive, I will assume that the continuative a ffix is reduplicative.
I argue here that the continuative affix should not be specified for any
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segmental content, bein g simply an em pty Root node who se realization is
determined by the grammar. Noting that the affix is invariantly realized
with a copy of at least one base consona nt, one might suggest that it should
be some sort o f a consona ntal segment. 15 However, this fact follows
independ ently from the regular proso dy of the language. Indeed, if the
affix was realized by a copy of a vowel, a second syllable with a vowel
would be create d, a violation of 1-V . The language evades this violation
by realizing the affix with a consonant. (I argue below that the affix also
lacks a pro sodic targe t.)
The situation is expressed formally in tableau (31), where the segment
realizing the affix is underline d, and bo ldfaced if it is a copy of some other
segment. In the input sho wn in this tableau, " indicates the continuative
affix, a Root no de with no se gmental co ntent. 16
31. Continuative of triconsonantals; 1-V in action
Input: ", c 1.c 2vc 3
a.

c1v.c 2vc 3

b.

c1T.c 2vc 3

c.

L

c1c 3.c 2vc 3

1-V

D EP BR

*!

*PL/P
v

T!

T
c3

Candida te (31a) realizes the affix with a copy of the base vowel /v/, a
violation of 1-V , while (31b ) fills it with a default co nsonant /T /, a
violation of D EP BR. Finally, (31c) avoids both violations by copying a
consona nt of the base.
Recall that 1-V is dominated by M AX IO, and thus viola ted in all
simulfactive outputs as established earlier in the analysis. In the case of the
continuatives, on the other hand, 1-V plays an active role in determining
the optimal candidate. This difference arises from the fact that the
simulfactive is partially specified as /a/, while the continuative has no
prespecified phonological content. It is thus left to the gra mmar to
determine the content of the affix, and hence constraints determining the
regular prosody of the language, like 1-V , play an active role in choosing
the optimal candidate.
The second observation noted in (30b) highlights the difference
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between the two active continuative patterns in (29b), namely, the pattern
for the biconsonantals c 1c 2.c 1vc 2 and the pa ttern for the triconso nantals
3
c 1c 3.c 2vc 3. As in the corresponding simulfactives c 1a.c 1vc 2 and c1a.c 2vc ,
the biconsonantals copy on e more co nsonant than the triconson antals. This
is because in th e case of bic onsonan tals the affix must be realized as
/...c.c 1vc 2/ to satisfy the joint de mands o f "-HEAD and 1-V , and the prefinal
syllable then needs an onset because O N S is undomina ted. This o nset is
provided by copying a base consonant for the same reasons as in the
simulfactive, namely, D EP BR. As in the case of the simulfactive of
biconsonantals, c 1a.c 1vc 2, the copied consonant is not part of some output
template specific to continuative formation or part of some specification
on the prosodic shape of the affix itself. It is instead requ ired by O N S , an
unviolated prosodic property of the language. The emergence of the
biconsonantal active continuative form c 1c 2.c 1vc 2 is expressed in tableau
(32), evaluating the more releva nt candidates.
32. Continuative of biconsonantals (affix realizations are underlined)
Input: ", c 1vc 2

ONS

D EP BR

*PL/P
c2

a.

e c2.c 1vc 2

b.

T e T.c 1vc 2

*!*

TT

c.

T e c 2.c 1vc 2

*!

Tc 2

d.

c1e T.c 1vc 2

*!

Tc 1

e.

L c 1e c 2.c 1vc 2

*!

c 1c 2

Candida te (32a) realizes the affix with a base consonant placed in the coda
position of an onsetless syllable, causing a fatal violation o f O NS (the
phonetic minor syllable vowel [ e ] is shown in this tableau to make clear
that c 2 is placed in the coda po sition as require d by "-HEAD ). Candidates
(32b-d) realize at least o ne of the consonants of the prefinal syllable by
epenthesizing a segment T with no base correspondent. This causes at
least one D EP BR violation. T he optima l candidate (32e) co pies both
consona nts of the base, av oiding all D EP BR violations. It is imp ortant to
remember that the vowel [ e ] is just the phonetic relization of a minor
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syllable. Also, two other relevant candidates need to be considered here.
The first realizes the affix by sp reading of the segmentally a djacent
consona nt ... c 1.c 1vc 2, where the two instances of c 1 share the sam e Root.
Temiar, however, disallows geminate consonants and this candidate can
safely be ignored (depending on the representation of geminates in OT,
this candidate may also in cur a violation of undominated SROLE ; see Itô
& Mester 1993 for relevant discussion). The second is candidate c 1.c 1vc 2,
where c 1 is in the onset po sition of the pre final syllable. This ca ndidate
violates the undominated "-HEAD , because c 1 being the onset of its minor
syllable is separated from the consonant at the left edge of the major
syllable by the empty nucleus node of the minor syllable.
Recall that in the triconson antal output, c 1c 3.c 2vc 3, the affix is placed
at the position /... c 3.c 2vc 3/ and realized with a consona nt as established in
tableau (31) above. T he base includes ano ther conso nant, c 1, which can
serve as an onset of the prefinal syllab le, i.e. c 1c 3.c 2vc 3, and thus no
additional copying is necessary. The same applies to the other two
continuative patterns of the c ausative voic e, t.rc 2.c 1vc 2 and c1.rc 3.c 2vc 3.
Placement of the affix is determ ined by "-HEA D and its realization as a
consonant by the regular prosody of the language, namely, 1-V .
This concludes the main part of the analysis. To sum up, the
simulfactive and continuative affixes are both specified to be a Root node.
The only difference between the two is that in the simulfactive affix the
Root node is fu rther specified a s /a/. More over, the two affixes obey a
common placement constraint "-HEAD . The surface shape of the affix-base
combination emerges fro m the interactio n of "-HEAD with the regular
prosody of the language, that is, mainly the constraints O N S and 1-V .
Copying of segments is induced by the correspondence constraint D EP BR.
The number of copied segments is minimized because the segmental
markedness constraints *PL/P are ranked higher than the o ther basic
correspondence constraint M AX BR. Two more constraints, I D E N TBR(F) and
S ROLE , require identity in terms of featural composition and syllabic role
between correspo ndent segments.
Some further refinements in the ranking o f correspo ndence c onstraints
are made possible by certain regularities noted by Be njamin. The first
regularity is that a voiceless stop in the first position of a medial
consonantal cluster undergoes nasalization in Northern Temiar and
voicing in Southern Temiar. The effects of this regularity become evident
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in the formation of the continuative, as shown in (33a-b) below, where a
base-final voiceless stop is copied and placed in preconsonantal position.
33. Coda Nasalization/Voicing
a. Northern Temiar
b. Southern Temiar

Verb
yaap ‘to cry’
§]]t ‘to fast’

Surface form
ym.yaap
§ d. §]]t

I will assume that a c onstrain t on codas is involved here, requiring
that coda co nsonants be above a c ertain sonor ity level, and hence causing
unvoiced stops to become nasalized when they are in coda position: C O D C O N D (see Itô & M ester 199 3 on the de tails of how to formalize
constraints like this in OT ). This con straint is now in co nflict with
I D E N TBR(F) which requires copied segm ents to be featu rally faithful to
their correspondents. The required rankings therefore are C O D -C O N D >>
I D E N TBR(nasal) for Northern Temiar and C O D -C O N D >> ID E N T BR (voice)
for Southern Temiar.
Another regularity is that nasa ls assimilate to the place of articulation
of a following stop. Examples are given in (34a-b) with the nasal-stop
clusters underlined . Benjam in notes that t here are ‘exce ptions’ to this
regularity, as shown by (34c-d). All examples are from the Northern
dialect.
34. Verb
a. kandee §
b. c.rN.kub na §
c. pn.p c t
d. gn.gr.lut

Gloss
‘we (they and I)’ (emphatic)
‘that lid’ (affix /n/ with the base cr.kub)
‘to long for’ (continuative of the stem p c t)
‘spindly-ness’ (ex pressive of the stem gr.lut)

The intere sting fact abou t these ‘excep tions’ is that they are attested
precisely when the nasal consonant is derived b y a copy of a base
consonan t, nasalized due to the ranking CO D -C O N D >> ID E N TBR(nasal).
The non-homorganic /n/ is a nasalized copy of /t/ in the continuative of
(34c) and the expressive of (34d).17 Thus when a copied segment is placed
in the context where assimilation would normally occur, the segment
retains its place identity, rem aining faithful in this respect to its
correspondent in the base. Assuming that nasal place a ssimilation is
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imposed by a constra int N C (as is widely assum ed by e.g. P adgett 1 996
and many others), these facts motivate the ranking I D E N TBR(PL) >> NC .18
These further refinements in the the ranking of the correspondence
constraints provide support for one of the main analytical choices of
Correspondence Theory of McCarthy & Prince (1995a). In particular, the
featural identity requirement must indeed b e seen as a family of constraints
I D E N T(F) for every feature F. This is required b ecause the featural
correspondence constraints are ranked d ifferently. Identity of place
features is more imp ortant than ide ntity of other features such as voicing
and nasality.
Finally, I will briefly comm ent on the ges tural interpretation of the
above analysis. Reduplication or segmental copying in a gestural
representation literally duplicates the gestures of a segment. Although, so
far, the analysis has been assuming the standard formulation of
correspondence theory, built on the assumption that segments are made up
of features, this is by no means the only way to state the constraints of the
theory. If gestures, instead of features, are the representational primitives,
then the constraints tra nslate readily to correspo nding gestura l variants.
Constraints that refer to the level of the segment, such as D EP BR and
M AX BR, have identical formulations under gestural primitives, because I
assume that R oot nod es organizin g gestures into segments are present in
the representation. The difference lies in constraints referring to properties
of the subsegmental level. Here, a constraint such as I D E N TBR(F) translates
into a constraint that requires identity in terms of the gesture or the
gestural parameter implementing the feature F. For example, faithfulness
to place is faithfulness to the gestural parameter of constriction location
(CL), faithfulness to [continuant] is faithfulness to constriction degree
(CD), faithfulness to nasality is faithfulness to a gesture of velic opening
etc.
Viewing correspondence constraints from a gestural perspective
allows for an interesting interpretation of the constra int S ROLE , which
plays a major role in the above analysis. The generalization observed
above and which S ROLE has captured succesfully is that the syllab ic
position of the affix determines the choice of the copied consonant. If the
affix is placed in the onset, then an onset consonant must be copied, but
if it is placed in the coda, then a coda consonant must be copied.
Assuming gestural repre sentations, a ge sture of a segm ent in the onset of
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a syllable will also have a release, in contrast to a g esture of a seg ment in
the coda w hich is unreleased both syllable- an d crucially word-finally in
Temiar. Hence, p reservation o f syllabic role am ounts simply to
preservation of the release characteristics of the target (copied) gesture.
This interpretation of S ROLE makes interesting connections to work by
Steriade (1993) on the importance of release and closur e in phono logy. 19
Pursuing these points any further is howe ver beyon d the goals o f this
chapter.
The next two sections further motivate and justify the correspondence
approach to copying, comparing it with alternatives which use the
additional mechanism of spreadin g to create copies of segments. Section
5 focuses on e vidence fro m Tem iar. Section 6 discusses cro ss-linguistic
evidence.
5. TEMIAR IN PREVIOUS ANALYSES
In this section, I consider previous analyses of the T emiar verb al aspect,
addressing the substantive differences b etween the p roposed optimality
theoretic solution and those earlie r analyses. The focus will be on the
analyses presented in McCarthy (1982), briefly also considering the
analysis of Broselow & McCarthy (1983) and Sloan (1988). The common
characteristic of all previous approaches is their use of templates and
association rules, which map underlying melo dic sequences to these
templates, parameterized for whether association proceeds left-to-right or
right-to-left. For brevity, I refer to this gene ral appro ach as the ‘T emplate
and Association Approach’ (henceforth TA). This section aims to show
that templates are not necessa ry and that asso ciation rules m iss certain
significant factual generalizations in the data.
The ana lysis of Temiar in the TA approa ch assumes that copying in
the simulfactive and continuative p atterns is the effect o f two entirely
different mechanism s, namely, “spreading” and reduplication,
respectively. Specifically, the analysis of the simulfactive stipulates a
prosod ic template CVCV(V)C whose first vocalic position is occupied by
the simulfactive affix /a/. In (35), I consider the derivation of the
biconsonantal base k ]] w ‘to call.’
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35. k ]] w

ÿ [kak]] w]

Prosodic Template:

a
|
C V C V V C
|r
|f
|
k

]

w

The base melo dy k ]] w is first associated in a left-to-right (LR)
direction to the positions of this template. The empty templatic second C
of CVCV(V)C which remains unassociated after this first association step,
is filled by spreading of the base-initial consonant /k/, an instance of LDCspreading applying ov er the intervenin g vowel /a/. LD C-spread ing is
allowed because o f the geome try of the representatio n, namely,
segregation of the affix /a/ and the segments of the base /k ]] w/ to two
different planes. This representation is a special case of the planar
segregation hypothesis requiring that different morphemes lie on different
planes, introduced in McCarthy (1979) and extended later to V/C planar
segregation in McCarthy (1989).
The derivation of the continuative patterns ( c 1c 2.c 1vc 2 and c 1c 3.c 2vc 3)
is more involved and uses a disparate number of mechanisms, given in
(36).
36. a. Morp hemic temp late: [Root R oot]
b. Prosodic template: CCCVC
c. Continuative Association Rule: Associate the last element in
the first copy of the root with the second C-position of the
prosod ic template. After this rule is applied, association proceeds
left to right.
d. Morp hological O pacity: All segments of the base must appear
in the output.
I briefly illustrate the use of these mechanisms with an example, the
continuative of the verb s.l ] g ‘to lie down’, s g.l ] g. The morph emic
template [Root Root] in (36a) stipulates that the output must consist of
two copies of the base melo dy, i.e. [sl] g sl] g]. The seg ments in these two
copies must then be associated to the prosodic template CCCVC of (36b).
The association procedure must begin with a special association step,
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stated in the continuative association rule (36c), wh ich essentially
stipulates that the final segment of the first copy of the base must be linked
to the second C position in the prosodic template, giving CgCVC.
Associati on of the rest of the segments is then initiated in the unmarked
left to right direction, and an additional provision, called Morphological
Opacity in (36d), is required to derive the correct output, shown in (37)
below.20
37. s l ] g

ÿ [s g l ] g ]
Prosod ic Temp late:

C
|

Morphemic Template:

sl] g

Output:

C
|

C V C
y h h
s l ]

g

[s g l ] g ]

The main problem with this account is the continuative association
rule in (36c). This rule is ad-hoc because it makes reference to arbitrary
templatic positions, by stipulating that the last element in the first copy of
the root melody associates to the second position in the template. It also
misses a generalization evident in all continuative patterns. The second
consonant in the outputs c 1c 2.c 1vc 2 and c1c 3.c 2vc 3 is a copy of the basefinal consonant because it is in a coda position, just like the base-final
consona nt. On the analysis proposed in the previous section, the decision
of which consonant to copy does not require any ad-hoc rule of
association, but follows from the universal correspondence constraint
S ROLE , requiring identity between the syllabic roles of the copied segment
and its correspondent in the base.
Considering the simulfactive and continuative patterns together, the
argument against the parametric rule-based approach can be tightened
further. The cruc ial fact is that when the copied c onsonan t is placed in
onset position, the first consonant of the base is chosen, as in the case of
the simulfactive in (38a) below. H owever, wh en the cop ied conso nant is
placed in a coda position, the final consonant of the base is chosen instead,
as in the case of the continuative in (38b). Any TA approach needs two
different rules of association with incompatible d irectional settings.21 This
misses the generalization eviden t in both aspe cts, which is direc tly
captured by the correspondence approach, requiring that copied segments
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must have identical syllabic roles as their correspo ndents.
38. Aspect
a. Simulfactive
b. Continuative

Output
c 1a.c 1vc 2
c 1c 3.c 2vc 3

Direction of Association
Left to right
Right to left

Broselow & McCarthy (1983) also use a special association rule to
derive the continuative forms, although the mechanics of their analysis are
slightly different. In par ticular, derivatio n of the continu ative /s g l ] g/ is
executed in the following w ay. A redup licative infix C is inserte d in the
context C_CV C, i.e. /s _ l ] g/. This infix induces copying of the melody
of the base, and “autosegmental association is stipulated to proceed from
right to left,” yielding /s g l ] g/ (Broselow & McCarthy 1983 : p. 39).
Finally, Sloan (1988) analyzes the continuative as involving the
prefixation of a minor syllable consisting of two consonants, CC, to the
base. A copy of the base m elody is then cr eated and associated to the CC
template. Here aga in, in both case s, the first step of the ass ociation
procedure is stipulatory, employing a “Special Association Principle”
which associates “the rightmost element of the copy to the affixal
template” (Sloan 1988: p. 321). Without considering the details of these
analyses, it is clear that a conside rable amount of stipulation is involved,
missing the important generalizations captured by the general notion of
correspondence.
Finally, another pr oblem with TA approaches is the statement of the
templates themselves. The latter stipulate that the outputs of the
simulfactive and continu ative aspec ts are the templates Ca.CVC and
CC.CVC respectively. As seen in section 4, however, the presence of the
first consonant in the simulfactive template Ca.CVC is required because
the prefinal syllable, created by prefixing /a/ to the base c 1vc 2, must have
an onset. This first C position of the templa te is thus not arbitrary and
should not be stipulated as such. Similarly, in the continuative output
CC.CVC, the second C position is the realization of an affixal Root node
aligned at the left edge of the final syllable of the base, a property common
to all simulfactive and continuative patterns. Moreover, the first consonant
position in the template is required because, as in the simulfactive, the
prefinal syllable must hav e an onset. T he interaction of a ffixation with
independent prosodic requirements of the language, such as O N S and 1-V ,
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derives the shape of templates that previous analyses had to stipulate. This
result is in the spirit of an ‘a-templatic’ analysis, in the sense that no
templates are needed to stipulate the shape of the output or of the affix.
Other a-templatic an alyses have b een prese nted for Y awelmani by
Archange li (1991), and for part of Arabic and Akkadian by McCarthy
(1993). I return to discuss further this property of the analysis in the
typological consequences of the elimination of LDC-spreading explored
in section 7.
6. ON THE NEED TO ELIMINATE LDC-SPREADING
In this section I argue that the proposed reduction of LDC-spreading to
copying via corresponden ce is not only possible, but also necessary. In
6.1, I reexamine the traditional argum ent for the nee d for both
reduplication and LDC-sp reading in the theory. In 6.2, I prese nt
independent evidence for eliminating LDC-spreading.
6.1 The Apparent Need for Reduplication and LDC-Spreading
The only argument that I can reconstruct for the existence o f two separa te
mechanisms for creating copies of segments is based on some data of
Hebrew and Arabic discussed in McCarthy (1979, 1981). 22 This argument
will be first illustrated with the Temia r data, turning to the original da ta
next.
Consider the derivation of the simulfactive of biconsonantals, kak ]] w
from k ]] w ‘to call’, which was argued to employ LDC-spreading, as
shown in (39a) below. The consonant /k/ automatically spreads to fill the
unassociated position of the second consonant in the CaCVC template. All
previous analyses of the simulfactive had assumed that spreading, as
opposed to a reduplicative mechanism, was involved here because, as
shown by the other simulfactive patterns (e.g. c 1a.c 2vc 3), copying does not
always takes place.
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39. a. Simulfactive

a
|

b. Continuative

C V C V V C
|r
k

|f
]

Output: [kak]] w]

*C

C C V V C

|

i|

w

k

|f
]

|
w

Intended output: [kwk] w]

On the other hand, the continuative pattern, kwk ]] w in (39b), shows that
spreading cannot be involved he re, because it would create line-crossing.
Hence, the other mechanism devoted to copying segments, reduplication,
needs to be invoked, which is why the morphe mic templa te [Root Root]
is postulated for the continuative. This template stipulates that a copy of
the whole Root must be created. The segments in the two copies of the
Root are then associated to the continuative prosodic template CCCVC by
a complex set of mechanisms whose details were discussed in section 4.
Turning now to the original data, a similar situation to that of Temiar
exists in Arabic and Hebrew (McCa rthy 1979, 1981). McCarthy notes that
some quadriliteral verbs in Arabic are of the pattern c1vc 2c 1vc 2, e.g. zalzal
‘to shake’, waswas ‘to whisper’ (some shared semantic feature of
repetitiveness is claimed to underlie this class). This pattern of copying is
not productive in Arabic, but the traditional grammar of Hebrew includes
two binyanim, known a s the Pilpel an d the related reflexive Hitp alpel,
which show the sam e pattern. C ompared to th e first binyan of a
biconsonantal root, these binyanim show the patterns in (40) below.
40. Root:

gl

Binyan I
Pilpel
Hitpalpe l

ga@ l al ‘to roll (intrans.)’
gil ge@l ‘to roll (trans.)’
hitgalge@ l ‘to roll oneself
along’

s#¨
s# a¨@ a ¨
‘to be smeared’
s#i ¨ a@s#a ¨
‘to stroke’
his# t a¨ a@ s a¨
‘to indulge
oneself’

The analysis given in McCarthy (1979, 1 981) use s LDC-sp reading to
derive the form of the first binyan (e.g. spreading of /l/ in ga@lal), but
whole root redu plicatio n to deriv e the form of the Pilpel and Hitpalpel
(consisting of two steps: co pying of th e root gl and then mapping of the
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two copies gl, gl to the templates CVCCVC, and hitCVCCVC
respectively). The point is again that cases like those of the Pilpel and
Hitpalpel cannot be analyzed using L DC-spreading b ecause line-crossing
would result, while cases like that of Binyan I appear to require LDCspreading because tric onsonan tal roots show no copying at all (e.g. gadal
‘to grow’). This has led to the conclusion that two substantially distinct
mechanisms are at work: LDC-spreading, in the simulfactive of Temiar
and the first binyan of Hebrew, and reduplication proper, in the
continuative o f Temiar a nd Pilpel a nd Hitpa lpel of Heb rew.
The crucial assumption on which the above conclusion is based is that
the simulfactive of Temiar and the first binyan of H ebrew must involve
LDC-spreading because, in both cases, triconsonantal roots do not show
any copying at all. As was seen in the Temiar analysis, however, the fact
that no copying takes place in the simulfactive o f triconsonan tals
(c 1a.c 2vc 3) can simply be seen as the extreme case of gradient violation of
the constraint M AX BR. In Temia r, M A X BR is ranked lower than the
segmental markedness constraints, copying occurs on ly when required by
constraints ranked higher than the markedness constraints, namely, the
undominated O NS (e.g. c 1a.c 2vc 3).23 Hence the impasse of previous
approaches comes fro m a rigid notion of reduplication, based on
inviolable conditions, and is resolved by adopting a view in which
reduplication, and the grammar in gen eral, is based on violable con straints,
the essence o f Optimality T heory. 24
Also, note that the assumption that two distinct mechanisms of
copying are involved is clearly suspect given the simple fact that the
alleged cases of LDC-spreading are descriptively similar to the cases of
reduplication proper in important ways. For example, in the simulfactive,
spreading would be needed to fill an empty C slot in the template CVCVC.
In the continuative, the same need to fill the tem plate CCCV C would e xist.
In both cases there would be a mismatch between the size of the
underlying melody (number of segments) and the size of the output
(number of prosodic positions). However, in the continuative, copying
would not automa tically by induce d by this mismatch, but would be
arbitrarily stipulated as a prop erty of the output b y use of the mo rphemic
template [Root Root]. If, as prop osed in this chapter, the mechanism
responsib le for the effects of LDC-spreading in the sim ulfactive is
identified as the same mechanism used in the continuative, this problem
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disappears. Copying of base segments in both the continuative and the
simulfactive follows from the unitary notion of corresp ondence as a
response to the comm on need to fill positions in the ou tput.
To summarize, I have shown that the assumption that reduplication
cannot be involved in the simulfactive of Temiar and other similar cases
is based on the fact that in so me simulfactive outputs no copying of
segments takes place. This assumption fails to recognize the identical
conditions under which reduplication and LDC-spreading apply. On the
proposal of this chapter, this problem disappears because LDC-spreading
is reduced to the same formal mechanism involved in reduplication, that
is, copying induced by correspondence. As shown, the notion of gradient
violation of constraints is crucial in achieving the unification of b oth
instances of segmenta l copyin g. At the same time, by obviating LDCspreading, this proposal solves an indep endent set of problem s also
present in the theory which permits this kind of spreading, a point to which
I turn next.
6.2 The Exceptional Status of LDC-Spreading
Virtually all discussions of the locality of autosegmental spreading in the
feature-geom etric research p rogram ig nore LDC-spreading or treat it as
exceptional (see, for example, Clements 1985, Clements & Hume 1995,
NíChios áin & Padgett 1993). The reason for this is that these discussions
focus on concatenative languages, where vowels and consonants are
generally assumed to lie on the same plane (see Steriade 1987a for
arguments ), and thus the geometric premise of LDC-spreading, V/C planar
segregation, does not apply. This section shows that even in
nonconcatenative languages, where V/C planar segregation is assumed, the
existence of LDC-spreading is problematic.
Expanding on a point raised in chapter 2 , consider tha t under V/C
planar segregation, the two consonants in a C 1VC 2 sequence are adjac ent,
as shown in (41a).
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41. a. V/C Segregatio n
V-Root
|

X

X

|
C 1-Root

X
g
C 2-Root

b. /nap/

÷ [map]
V-Root
|

X

X

X

ðp |
[coronal]

[labial]

c. /pad /

÷ [bad]
V-Root
|

X
X X
p |
[voice]

This representation, (41a), blurs the distinction between biconsonantal
clusters and pairs of consonants separated by a vowel, sinc e, in both cases,
the consonants are adjacent. Consequently, V/C planar segregation
predicts assimilations between the two consonants in a CVC sequence,
which are of the same type as those found between the two consonants of
a CC cluster. F or examp le, it is known that place assimilation and voice
assimilation are very frequent in CC clusters. According to the prediction
of V/C segre gation, then, the c ompara ble assimilation s in CVC sequences,
two examples of which are shown in (41b) and (41c), should also be
attested. However, such phenomena are not attested at all, in either
concatenative or nonconcatenative languages, as noted by Clements (1985:
p. 46). 25 Hence, V/C planar segregation admits undesirable expressive
power, predicting unattested phenomena like those of (41b-c). A different
way of stating the same pro blem is that LDC -spreading and its geom etric
premise of V/C pla nar segrega tion fail to explain wh y “spreading ” in this
configuration always spreads the whole consonant. If, as I have proposed
above, putative cases of LDC-spreading in fact involve the same
mechanism underlying reduplication, this prob lem disapp ears. As in
reduplication, copying targets the who le Root o f the segment a nd not its
isolated features.
Next, I briefly consider another argument that has been brought in
support of phonolo gically motivated V/C segregation. McCarthy (1989)
has argued that V/C segregation is the representational manifestation of
underspecified linear order between consonants and vowels in languages
where sufficiently rich constraints on the shape of the output rend er this
ordering predictable (e.g. Semitic, Yawelmani etc.). The crucial
assumption on which this ar gument rests is that underlying representation
must contain only unpredictable information. In recent literature, there has
been considerable work undermining the validity of this assumption,
however, especially in OT and Burzio’s constraint-based framework
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(Prince & Smo lensky 199 3: Chapte r 9; B urzio 1994; Inkelas 1994; Itô,
Mester & Padgett 1996; McC arthy 1995; see also Steriade 1995a). The
basic idea emerging from this work is that properties of lexical forms are
not the result of arbitrary conditions on these forms, such as the
assumption of the underspecification argument above, but falls out of the
interaction of universal co nstraints. The arguments for specification of
predictab le information cover the entire range of lexical specifications,
ranging from underlying specification of predictable distinctive features
(Smolensky 1993, Inkelas 1994; Itô, Mester & Padgett 1 996) an d proso dic
information (Prince & Smolensky 1993, Burzio 1994 , Inkelas 1994), to
specification of conson ant-vowel ordering in languages previously thought
to be prime candidates for V/C planar segregation (McCarthy 1995).
In addition, many cases of languages that have been assumed to
employ V/C segregation in the past have been rean alyzed or a rgued to
provide no evidence for this representation. Most notably, Steriade (1986),
in what can be seen as a precursor of the proposal in this chapter, argues
for an alternative account of the Yawelmani facts (Archangeli 1985) that
does not rely on V/C segregation and uses melody copying, instead of
spreading, to derive multiple copies of segments. Sharvit (1994) and Ba tEl (1994) present an analysis of Modern Hebrew segmental copying, using
no LDC-spreading (and henc e obviating V /C segregatio n in this respect).
Finally, McCa rthy (1995 ) provide s a reanalysis of R otuman metathesis
without using V/C segregation.26 Hence, McCarthy’s (1989) original
argument for V/C segregation, quite plausible within its contemporary
setting, is considerably weakened by more recent work.
To summarize the main point of this section, I have shown that the
theory which admits LDC -spreading and its geom etric premise of V/C
planar segregation falsely predicts the existence of unattested longdistance spreading of individual fea tures betwee n the two con sonants in
a CVC configuration. The present proposal that the alleged instances of
LDC-spreading are actually copying resolves this problem . I thus conclu de
that LDC-spreading and, as a result, V/C planar segregation should be
eliminated. The next section examines the typological distinction between
concatenative and nonconcatenative languages in light of this conclusion.
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7. TYPOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES
This section has two goals. The first is to show that the prop osal of this
chapter to analyze LDC-spreading as copying naturally extends to cases
of segmental co pying in Semitic languages as well. The second is to argue
that the distinguishing characteristic of segmental copying found in
nonconcate native languages should be identified with a special mode of
affixation, namely, a-templatic reduplicative affixation, where a
reduplicative affix is not specified for any prosodic target. This special
type of reduplication corresponds to an implicitly predicted case of
affixation in the theory of Prosodic Morphology, which however has not
been docume nted thus far. Its ide ntification in the languages examined
below, then, provides support for the analyses presented herein and for the
theory of Pr osodic M orpholo gy itself.
7.1 Further Analyses
Consider the well-known Semitic pattern c1v.c 2vc 2, which is found in
Modern Hebrew denominal formation, as in kod ‘code’ kided ‘to codify’,
and also in the first binyan of the biliteral Arabic verbs, by far the most
populated binyan in the lexicon of Arabic (see McCarthy & Prince 1990b
for the actual counts). I will first present an analysis of this pattern in
Modern Hebrew denominal formation, turning to the discussion of the
Arabic p attern next.
Following Bat-El ( 1994), I assume that the base for the denominal
formation is the corresponding noun and that the shape of the output must
consist of two syllables, [ F F]. In addition, I assume that the output must
end in a consonant, due to the general canon of the verbal stems of
Semitic, called Final Consonantality in McCarthy & Prince (1990b),
henceforth F INAL-C . Essentially, this constraint further specifies the shape
of the bisyllabic o utput.
One difference b etween the d enominal o utput, c 1i.c 2ec 2, and the
patterns of copying in T emiar, e.g. c 1a.c 1vc 2, c 1c 2.c 1vc 2, is that the Temiar
copied consona nt(s) appea r to the left of the base, while in the Semitic
pattern they appear to the right. This is because the aspectual morphology
of Temiar is exclusively prefixational: affixal material is prefixed to the
prosod ic head of the b ase. In the Sem itic pattern, on the other hand , I
assume that the morp hology is suffix ational. Specifically, I assume that
denominal verb formation involves an undomitated constraint requiring
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that an affix must be aligned with the right edge of the prosodic output,
A LIGN(Affix, R, PrW d, R), henc eforth A LIGNAFX. This affix, as in the case
of Temiar sim ulfactive, will be partially specified for the melody /ie/, and
will also be reduplicative in the sense that there is a correspondence
relation between it and the base.
Before discussing the choice of the copied conso nant, consider first
another interesting fact about denominal formation. The output verb does
not contain the input base vowel, which has been rep laced by the vocalism
of the affix. This phenomenon, called ‘Melody Overwriting’ (McCarthy
& Prince 1990a, Bat-El 1994), has apparently been treated as an
idiosyncracy of Semitic, implemented as a rule which literally substitutes
the vocalism of the base with the vocalism of the affix. A more principled
account exists, howeve r, in the case at hand. If all vowels in the input, /o/
of kod, and /i,e/ of the affix, surfaced in the output, then there would be a
violation of the undominated templatic constraint, requiring that the output
must consist o f two syllables (e.g. as in c1v[c 2ic 1ec 2]). The vowel of the
base do es not app ear in the outp ut in order to avoid this violation, hence
the ranking [F F] >> M AX BASE-IO. The fa ct that no affix vow el gives its
place to the base vowel in the output simply motivates the further ranking
M AX AFFIX-IO >> M AX BASE-IO.
Turning now to the issue of the copied consonant, recall that
A LIGNAFFIX-R demand s that the right edg e of the affix be aligned with the
right edge of the output. This constraint, together with FINAL-C , dictates
that a copy of a consona nt be at the right ed ge of the outp ut. A relevant set
of candidates is considered in (42) below. A N C H O R IN G , it will be recalled,
requires that the right peripheral element of the reduplicative affix
correspond to the right peripheral element of the base. The final consonant
in the output must be a copy of som e base segment be cause of D EP BR, not
shown in the tableau. More copies of segments of the base are avoided due
to the undom inated bisyllab ic limit on the size of the output, i.e. [F F] >>
M AX BR.
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42. /c 1vc 2, ie/

ÿ c 1i.c 2ec 2

Input: c 1vc 2, ie

A LIGNAF

AN C H O R

S ROLE

X

a.

L c 1i.c 2ec 2

b.

c 1i.c 2ec 1

c.

c 1i.c 2ec 2

*!

d.

c 1i.c 1ec 2

*!

*
*!

*
*

Candida te (42a) copies the rightmost segment of the base, incurring a
violation of S ROLE , while candidate (42b) copies the leftm ost conson ant,
violating A N C H O RING and SROLE . Candidates (42c-d) violate the
undominated A LIGNAFX because the rightmost affixal segment /e/ is not
aligned with the right edge o f the prosod ic output.
An account in similar terms can be given for the alternative pattern,
c 1vc 2.c 1vc 2, which is selected arbitrarily by some biconsonantal verbs of
Modern Hebrew . This pattern is also found in the Pilpel and Hitpalpel of
Classical Hebrew, and with a limited number of verbs in Arabic (e.g.
zalzal ‘to shake’), as discussed in section 6. I assume that verbs which
follow this pattern conform to a bisyllabic prosodic target which is further
specified to be a sequence of two heavy syllables (see Bat-El 1994 for an
alternative analysis). All othe r constraints are as in the analysis give n in
text. The greater capacity of the prosodic target allows, in this case, for
both consonants of the base to get copied.
In the above analysis I have assumed that the base of denominal
formation is the corresponding noun form. This is by no means a necessary
assumption. A similar analysis could be given if we assumed, following
tradition, that the input to denominal formation consists of the consonantal
root /c 1c 2/ and the voc alic affix /ie/. T he only difference would be that
constraints which make reference to the base must now refer to the
consonantal root instead. For example, A N C H O RING would now require
that the right elemen t of the affix corre spond to the right element of the
root. Everything else would remain the same. Such an analysis would be
applicable, for example, in the case of the c 1vc 2vc 2 pattern found in the
biliteral verbs of the Arabic first binyan, e.g. samam. I return to this point
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in the discussion of the OCP below.
It should be pointed out, however, that the role of the traditional
concept of a conso nantal root like /c 1c 2/, a peculiarity of S emitic
languages, has been significantly reduced in recent analyses in the
framework of Prosodic Morpho logy (McCarthy & Prince 1986 et seq.).
Specifically, Bat-El (1994) argues that Mod ern Heb rew morp hology, in
fact, need make no reference to such a concept. All morphology is word
based and no mapping operations of consonantal roots to templates are
needed.27
Also, the analysis of the Arabic broken plurals in McCarthy & Prince
(1990a) makes no referenc e to conso nantal roots. M ost importa ntly,
McCarthy (1993) presents a significant revision of the earlier analysis of
the Arabic verbal morphology of McCarthy (1979, 1981). In the new
analysis, there is only a single remaining case where reference to a
consonantal root is required. This is the case of first binyan of biliteral and
triliteral verbs, samam, fa¨al, respectively, which are still formed from the
traditionally assumed c onsonan tal roots /sm/ and /f¨l/, mapped onto an
iambic template (with a required final consonant).28 McCarthy argues that
there are no other temp lates and hen ce no othe r mapping operation s of a
consonantal root to a template. All other surface forms of the verb derive
from the basic first binyan form by affixation, and in some cases by
circumscription of a prosodically defined subconstituent of the base. T his
analysis constitutes, as McCarthy (1993) notes, a significant departure
from the earlier analyses in McCarthy (1979, 1981 ), where a different
template was posited for every binyan. Note that the mere existence of a
morphological distinction between co nsonants an d vowels in Semitic does
not in itself entail a represe ntational distinctio n in terms of V /C
segregation. Vowels and consonants are already distinct by virtue of being
different classes of sounds. The morphology may just as well make
reference to that distinction directly. Hence, in the output pattern c1i.c 2ec 2
discussed around tableau (42) above, the affix is purely vocalic, /ie/, and
the characte ristic ‘peculiarity’ of Semitic lan guages in interc alating vowe ls
and consona nts in their output forms follows from appropriate constraint
ranking as argued, requiring no geometric devices.
A final point relates to the role of the Obligatory Contour Principle in
Arabic (McCarthy 1979: p. 238). As is well-known, Arabic has an
absolute prohibition against the so-ca lled ‘geminate ’ roots begin ning with
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two identical initial consonants, as in *sasam, although it appears to allow
roots ending with two identical consonants, as in samam (Greenberg 1950,
McCarthy 1979, 1986, 1988 ). This skewed distribution is explained in
McCarthy (1979: p. 263) on the basis of two assumptions. First,
underlying forms are subject to the OCP, which prohibits roots with two
adjacent identical consonants (*ssm, *smm). Hence, the underlying form
of samam must be sm. Second, in mapping this biconsonantal root to a
triconsonantal CVCVC template, a rule of rightward LDC-spreading
spreads the final consonant to give samam. Clearly, this analysis is not
available under the p resent prop osals for two reasons. The first reason is
that in OT constraints applying strictly on underlying forms, such as the
original conception of the OCP noted in McCarthy’s first assumption
above, are not par t of the gramm ar. The second reason is that I have
argued that LDC-spreading, the mechanism employed under M cCarthy’s
second assumption above, sho uld be eliminated from pho nological the ory.
An alternative explanation for the skewed distribution of the geminate
roots is available in the present c ontext, however. T his explanatio n rests
on one key asp ect of Mc Carthy’s original proposal, which was that the
OCP applies only for identical segments within a morpheme (McCarthy
1979: p. 237). The imp ortant shift in perspective is that the OCP will be
viewed as constraint that applies on the output instead of the underlying
form. Recall that the c1vc 2vc 2 pattern is deriv ed by suffixation of a
reduplica tive affix which induc es copying o f the /c 2/ consonant, whose
placement at the end of the word follows jointly from the tw o constraints
A LIGNAFFIX-R and FINAL-C discussed earlier. The crucial point is that the
two instances of /c 2/ will not incur an O CP vio lation because the first
instance of /c 2/ is part of the root and the second insta nce of /c 2/ is part of
the reduplicative suffix, two different morphemes in the output. Turning
to the non-permitted c1vc 1vc 2 pattern, the only way that this pattern co uld
surface would be from a tric onsonantal root with two identical first
consona nts (i.e. c 1c 1c 2), because there is no corresponding reduplicative
prefix to create a co py of /c 1/. The output form c 1vc 1vc 2, then, would incur
a violation of the OCP , because the two instances o f /c 1/ would have to be
part of the same morpheme. Assuming that the OCP is undominated, that
violation would be fatal and the null p arse would be preferred (see Prince
& Smo lensky 199 3 for a discu ssion of null pa rse).
To sum up, the main analysis of Semitic copying proposed in this
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section requires no use of V/C segregation or LDC -spreading . This result
further secures the conclusion that LDC-spreading and V/C segregation
can and should be eliminated as previous sections of this chapter have
demonstrated. Putative cases of LDC-spreading are thus literally copying,
the same phenomenon found in the reduplicative morphology of many
languages (Ancient G reek, Diyari, Panopean etc.). It follows, then, that the
distinction between concatenative and nonconcatenative languages is not
statable in terms of the special phonological mechanisms of V/C
segregation and LDC-spreading, but must rather be expressed differently,
a task that I take up next.
7.2 A-templatic Affixation
In the theory of word formation, the program of Prosodic Morpho logy
(McCarthy & Prince 1986 et seq.) has established as one of its central
claims that grammatical categories are often expressed by invariant
prosod ic shapes or templates. T hese templates are mad e out of the units
of prosody, namely syllables, feet, and pro sodic words. As M cCarthy &
Prince (1995b) show, there are two well-documented species of templatic
specification of morphological constituents: templatic specification of the
affix and templatic specification of the base.
Temp latic specification of the affix is found in ordinary reduplication,
where the reduplicative affix is specified for an invariant shape
corresponding to some unit of the prosodic hierarchy. For example, as
shown below, two reduplicativ e affixes of Ilokano are specified to be a
light syllable in (43a) an d a heavy syllab le in (43b) re spectively (da ta
drawn from McCarthy & Prince 199 5b).
43. a. Affix F:

b. Affix F::

Base
bu.ne 

si + F: + base
si-bu-bu.ne

Gloss (“filled with”)
“carrying a buneng”

Base
pu.sa

F:: + base
pus-pu.sa

Gloss (plural)
“cats”

Examples of templatic sp ecification of the base were seen in the
analyses of the Semitic patterns above, where a bisyllabic requirement was
imposed on the shap e of the outp ut in the case of Modern Hebrew
denominals. Another case of base templaticism is found in Yawelm ani,
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where the shape of the surface form is determ ined by a set of prosodic
templates applying to some initial part of the stem (Archangeli 1991), as
shown in (44). T he initial templatic ally specified part o f the stem is in
boldface and the given forms abstract away from regular rules of
epenthesis, closed-syllable shortening, and round ing harmony (c’ is a
glottalized c. Data drawn from McCarthy & Prince 1995b).
44.
CV shape
Biconsonantal
Triconsonantal

F::
CvvC
c’uum
hiiwt

[F: F:: ] Iamb
CvCvv
c’umuu
hiwii t

Gloss
‘devour’
‘walk’

In the forms under F:: , a bimoraic parse is imposed on the first syllable of
the output, while in the forms under [F: F:: ] Iamb, an iambic parse is
imposed instead (see McCarthy 1993 for other example s of templatic
specification of the base from the noun and verbal morphology of Arabic).
As expected, there are also cases where the morphology specifies no
template at all, a special mode of prosodic morphology, known as atemplatic prosod ic morphology (Archangeli 1991, McCarthy & Prince
1990b). In the Ethiopian Semitic language Chaha, f or example, verbal
bases in the morphological category called jussive surface in two forms
CC c C or C c CC, as shown in (45), wher e yä is an agree ment prefix (d ata
drawn from McCarthy 1993).
45.

Root
a. gfr
b. nks
c. srt
d. trx

Jussive Verb
yägfc r
yänk c s
yäsc rt
yätc rx

Gloss
‘release’
‘bite’
‘cauterize’
‘make incision’

The choice between the two forms is entirely predictable from the regular
syllabification of the language. The jussive morphology then specifies no
template on the surface form of the verb. O ther examp les of a-templa tic
base specification can be found in Yawelmani (McCarthy & Prince
1995b), Arabic and Akkadian (M cCarthy 1993).
So far, then, the literature on prosodic morphology has documented
the following three cases of proso dic specification o r lack thereo f:
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templatic specification on the affix (as in ordinary reduplication),
templatic specification of the base (as in Semitic, Yawelmani etc.), and no
templatic specification of the base (as in Chaha). A fourth case is therefore
predicted to exist, namely, no tem platic specifica tion of the affix. T his is
precisely the common characteristic of affixation in the analyses of the
Temiar aspect a nd of the Semitic patterns discussed above. The
reduplicative affixes in these ana lyses have no prosod ic requir ement on
their shape, although they may be partially specified segmentally. For
example, the simulfactive o f Temiar and the denominal affix of Modern
Hebrew are specifie d as /a/, /ie/, respectively. N o proso dic constra int is
impose d on the shape of these affixes, however. Similarly, in the
continuative of Temiar, no proso dic template is imposed on the affix, and
in addition the affix also lac ks segmenta l specification. R eduplicati ve
affixation of this type is therefo re one spe cific mode of word formation
among those expected according to the theory of Prosodic M orpholo gy.
Indentifying examples of this mode o f affixation here su pports the specific
analyses presented in this chapter an d the prog ram of Pro sodic
Morp hology itself.
Lack of prosodic specifica tion on the p art of the redu plicative affix
explains a descriptive dissimilarity between ordinary reduplication and
reduplication of the sort discussed in this chapter. In ordinary
reduplication, the affix is realized as a contiguous string of base se gments
parsed in some pro sodic unit (syllable, foot, or prosodic word), which is
arbitrarily specified by the morph ology (e.g. F: , F:: affixes of Ilokano). On
the other hand, the reduplicative affixes discussed in this chapter are
realized with copies o f isolated segm ents of the base, in various shapes
and quantities. For example, the simulfactive of Temiar copies one or none
of the consonants of the base, while the continuative affix copies one or
two consona nts of the base. Th e elusive realiza tion of these affixe s is
simply a conseq uence of the ir lack of a pro sodic targe t. Without a
prosod ic template of their own, matters of realization of these affixes are
left to be determined by constraints regulating the prosody of the language
(O N S and 1-V in Temiar), or of the particular morphological category
involved ([F F] in Semitic).
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
I have argue d that in the phonological component of the grammar there is
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no place for an operation that spreads a consonant over a vowel (LDCspreading), with its geometric premise of V/C planar segregation. The
theory admitting these two mechanisms fails to explain why LDCspreading always targets whole segments, predicting unattested spreading
of individual features over a vowel. I have proposed to replace LDCspreading with the same fo rmal mech anism unde rlying reduplic ation,
namely, correspondence-induced segmental copying, which is
independ ently needed in the theory. What was formerly seen as LDCspreading is now literally cop ying. Copying , as in reduplic ation, targets the
whole segment, no t its individual featur es. Hence, the excessive power that
the theory admitting LDC -spreading and V/C planar segre gation wou ld
have is avoided , while at the same time the obvious redundancy between
LDC-spreading and reduplication is eliminated.
Temiar is a nonconcatenative language for which both LDC-spreading
and redupli cation were co nsidered n ecessary to ac count for its intrica te
patterns of copying. I have shown that using the notion of Correspondence
in Optimalit y Theory it is possible to provide a unified account of the
copying patterns in the verbal morphology of the language. Copying of
segments is induced by a correspondence relation holding between the
segments of the base and the segments of a reduplicative affix.
Constraints requiring the featural (I D E N T(F)) and p rosodic id entity
(S ROLE ) between co rrespond ent segmen ts evaluate the q uality of this
correspondence relation. The interaction of these constraints with others
expressing general pro sodic regu larities of the langua ge suffices to
account for the full range of patterns.
I have shown that any derivational approach to the facts of Temiar is
bound to miss significant generalizations directly captured by the
Optimality theoretic approach. The choice of the copied c onsonan ts is one
such important generalization. It was shown that a derivational approach
would require two separate association rules with incomp atible directional
parameter settings. In the Op timality theoretic approach, on the other
hand, the choice of the copied con sonant(s) is de termined b y a single
universal constraint, S ROLE , and not by language-particular rules of
association. In this and other respects, the facts of Temiar support the
Optimality theoretic conception of phonology-morphology interaction,
where the parallel application of phonological and morphological
constraints de termine the for m of the outp ut.
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The proposal to repla ce LDC -spreading with copying v ia
correspondence was shown to apply to some of the basic patterns found
in Semitic languages as well. I have also argued that the distinction
between concatenative and nonconcatenative languages cannot be encoded
in terms of the mechanisms of LDC-spreading and V/C planar segregation.
Phono logically speaking, the re is nothing sp ecial to nonconcatenative
languages. The de scriptive dissim ilarity between the types of segmental
copying found in nonconcatenative languages and those found in ordinary
reduplication follows from the mode of affixation. Nonconcatenative
segmental copying is simply a-templatic reduplicative affixation, where
the reduplicant is not specified for any prosodic target. This type of
reduplicative affixation, in fact, corresponds to an implicitly predicte d
case of affixatio n in the theory o f Prosod ic Morp hology.
Relating the results of this chapter to the central thesis o f this
dissertation, we saw that pu rsuing the imp lications of Artic ulatory Loc ality
in Prosod ic Morphology has surprising and welcome consequences for the
theory.
9. EXCURSUS ON MINOR SYLLAB LES
In the analysis of Temiar verbal morphology in section 4, I employed a
constraint 1-V which proh ibits words with more than one vowel and thus
disallows copying of base vowels in the morphology of the language. In
introducing 1-V , I pointed out that this constraint is meant as a cover name
for the set of constraints that are likely to underlie this salient
generalization of Temiar and many other South-East Asian languages. In
this section, I introduce a conception of syllable weight that will helps us
in better understanding this prope rty of South-East Asian languages. 29
In terms of their syllabic composition, the canonical word structu re in
South-East Asian languages c onsists of a hea vy syllable which is
optionally preceded by a voweless syllable made up of one or two
consonants. Examples are shown in (46) from three different languages:
Kammu (Svantesson 1983), Temiar (Benj amin 1976), and B urmese
(Wheatley 1987). The words in the first three rows are monosyllabic. In
the following rows, words consist of a major syllable preceded by a minor
one. Data are drawn from the primary sources cited earlier for Kammu and
Temiar, and from Green’s (1995) discussion of Burmese (who cites
Wheatley 1987 along with some other sources).
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46.
Kammu
õar
‘cold’
maam ‘blood’
kla § ‘husband’

Temiar
k ]] w
‘to call’
caa §
‘to feed’
gal
‘to sit down’

Burmese
m e§
‘crave’
mye:
‘earth’
au §
‘address’

tr.§ o § ‘to crow’
p.cuur ‘to lower’
k.toõ ‘egg’

s c .l] g ‘to lie down’
tc .le k
‘to teach’
c e b.niib ‘going’

k c .le§ ‘be wanton’
c .y ] : ‘mock’
k hc .lou§ ‘knob’

For the words in (46b), also called ‘sesquisyllabic’ (Matisoff 1978),
I follow the individual sources in the way minor syllables are transcribed.
For example, although Svantesson notes that there is a transient schwa-like
vowel in the minor syllab le of p.cuur ‘to lower’, he does not transcribe it.
Benjamin, on the other hand, chooses to transcribe minor syllables
consisting of only one consonant as [C c ], and those consisting of two
consona nts as [C e C] (see the discussion of this transcription in section 4).
For Burmese, which only allows minor syllables with one consona nt,
Green always transcribes m inor syllables with a schwa. Putting aside these
differences in individuals’ preferences in transcription, it is generally
accepted that the qualities o f the surface vo wels in minor syllables are not
phonolo gically specified . To simp lify matters, in what follows I will just
use CC for biconsonantal minor syllables, and C for monoconsonantal
minor syllables.
With a few exceptions, minor syllables have not received any serious
consideration in the literature. By far the most relevant previous discussion
of such syllables is that of Shaw (1993) who was first in attem pting to
incorporate minor syllables into the moraic model of syllables (Hyman
1986, Selkirk 1980, McCarthy & Prince 1986, Hayes 1989, Itô 1989). For
Semai and Kammu, Shaw proposes that monoconsonantal minor syllables
be assigned no mora, and that biconsonantal minor syllables be assigned
one mora, as shown in (47b). Two other proposals about the prosody of
minor syllables are shown in (47) for completeness. In (47a), I show the
representations assumed in Sloan (1988), who discusses the morphology
of some languages with minor syllables (Kammu, Semai and Temiar), but
she is not conce rned with what the prosodic structure of these syllables is.
Finally, Green (1995), discussing aspects of Burmese prosody, assigns one
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mora to the minor s yllables, which in B urmese ca n only consist o f one
consona nt, as in (47c) b elow.
47.

a. Sloan 1988
F
F
g
gh
C

CC

b. Shaw 1993
F
F
g
gh
C

c. Green 1995
F
gh

C:
g

C:
g

C

c

Sloan does not re late her repre sentations to the moraic m odel, mak ing it
hard to evaluate any predictions of her proposal. Shaw’s a nd Gree n’s
proposals, on the other hand, assign minor syllables the same weight as
light CV syllables, which are also monomoraic. This, however, fails to
capture a salient generalization in all these languages: CV light syllables
are not found in underived items and are patently avoided in
morphological derivations. For underived words, I pointed out earlier that
the canonical proso dic structure is tha t of a major sylla ble option ally
preceded by a minor syllable (see 46 above): words of the shape
CV.CV(:)C, in which all vowels are fully sp ecified, are no t found, in
contrast to words of the shape C.CV(:)C and CC.CV(:)C which are very
frequent in these languages. In morphological action there are various
ways in which the creation o f CV syllable s is avoided . One spec ific
example in discussed below.
In Burmese, when a compound word is formed by concatenating two
other words, the major syllable of the first word is reduced to a minor
syllable in the output, an d the secon d constituen t word app ears intact.
Examples are shown in (48) below (data are from Green 1995). The
compound, then, confor ms to the pro sodic cano n of a majo r syllable
preceded by a sequence of minor syllables. If C minor syllables were
monom oraic as simple CV syllables are, there would be no explanation for
why the output in (4 8a) is not [ca .bo:], where only the mor aic coda is le ft
unparsed in the output. Under the pressure of faithfulness constraints, such
an output wou ld be prefera ble. The c onclusion is that the prosody of the
language tre ats CV syllab les and mino r syllables, C, differe ntly.
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48.

Word 1
a. caN
b.  a:
c.  wa:
d. k c la:
e. tc miN

+
+
+
+
+

Word 2
po: ÿ
§ u: ÿ
ye: ÿ
pye: ÿ
ye: ÿ

Compound
c c .bo:
c . § u:
 w c .ye:
k c .lc .bye:
tc .m c .ye:

‘floor + insect, bug’
‘fish + egg: fish-spawn’
‘tooth + juice: saliva’
‘Indian + co untry: India’
‘rice + water: rice-water’

To sum up, there are at least three types of syllables which are treated
differently by the proso dy of these languages. There are minor syllables
like the C of Burmese and CC of T emiar and Kammu, which do not have
the same distribution as CV syllables. The latter do not even occur in the
languages examined and are patently avoided when morphological action
takes place. There are also major syllables which can be either CV: or
CVC. Hence, a three way distin ction betwe en syllable types seems to be
necessary: C or CC minor syllables, CV syllables, and major syllables
(CVC, CV:). As se en above , this distinction is not captured by assignining
to the minor syllable C in Burmese the weight of one mora.
The question, then, is: what is the weight of minor syllables? I
propose that minor syllables lie at the lower end of a prominence scale of
syllabic weight, a scale w hich incorp orates more than the binary lightheavy distinction. T his scale is shown in (49) below at the bottom of the
prosod ic hierarchy (M cCarthy & Prince 19 86 et seq.). M inor syllables
consisting of just one consonant are the lightest. They have minimal
prominence. These syllables are followed by CC minor syllables, CV
syllables and so on. I have not indicated a weight distinction between CVC
syllables and CV : syllables beca use so far in my limited survey of SouthEast Asian languages I have not encountered any evidence for such a
distinction. It is likely though that such a distinction will eventually be
necessary.
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49. Scala r concep tion of syllabic we ight
P rW d
|
Ft
|
F
q p
CV:C > {CV:, CVC} > CV > CC > C
Of course not all languages employ the whole repertoire of weight
distinctions. Burmese, for example, does not have CC minor syllables but
as shown earlier it does e xhibit a distinction among the ‘major’ syllables
CVC, CV:, the CV syllable, and the ‘minor’ C syllable. Temiar, on the
other hand, illustrates the distinction between the two types of minor
syllables, CC and C, missing in Burmese, while collapsing the distinctions
at the other end of the scale: {CV:C, CV:, CVC} > CV > CC > C (see
Gafos 1996).
Though the proposal for a scalar weight scale is in its current form
tentative, it seems promising in that it provides a simple way to interpret
certain phenom ena in a princ ipled way. In particular, consider a prediction
of this proposal, that if weight is scalar, we expect that some prosodic
constraints are relativized according to the weight scale. For example, the
Parse-F-to-Ft constraint of Prince & Smolensky (1993), requiring that
syllables be p arsed into fee t, could be relativized according to weight so
that an unfooted heavier syllable incurs a worse violation than an unfooted
lighter syllable. This is shown in (50) below.
50. Weight relativized Parse F-to-Ft hierarchy
Parse-CV :/CVC-F >> Parse-CV -F >> Pa rse-CC-F > > Parse-C -F
In other words, we expect that syllable parsing into feet respects the
weight prominen ce of syllables. T his prediction is borne ou t in a variety
of languages. To give a few examples, Cohn & McCarthy (1994: p. 21)
discussing the prosody of Indone sian prop ose a con straint Non-F oot( c )
which states that schwa-headed syllables have no metrical projection.
Burzio (1994) argues that in E nglish word-fina l position there is a class of
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‘weak’ syllables consistin g of consonants followed by a liquid (CL) or
consona nts followed by high vowels “which simply may or may not be
metrified” (p. 68). Fina lly, Kager (1 990) pr oposes a n analysis of Dutch
stress which assumes that the Dutch schwa lacks a weight element. Rather
than reflecting langua ge-particular p rosodic properties, these individual
propo sals support the prediction that footing of syllables respects the
weight prominen ce of the syllable s. Note also that the behavior of liquids
and high vowels in English indicates that the sonority of segments p lays
a role in the prominence of the syllables in which they belong. In general,
we expect syl lables with more sonorous segments, and hence more
acoustic energy, to be heavier than syllables with le ss sonorou s segments
(Burzio 1994, G ordon 1 996).
Based on this scalar conception of weight it is now possib le to better
understand the prosod ic structure of words in South-East Asian languages.
Feet in these languages must be mo nosyllabic (cf. G reen 199 5); this is the
minimal structure of a foot because one syllable is the minimum number
of syllables per fo ot. I take syllables outside the monosyllabic foot not to
be footed bu t to be directly p arsed into the prosod ic word. T his is shown
in (51). Th e constraint o n the top of this stru cture, L X .P R W D (Prince &
Smolensky 1993: p. 101) requires that every lexical word must correspond
to a prosodic word. The re st of (51) sho ws the structure w ithin this
prosodic word.
51. Weight structure of South-East Asian word
L X .P R W D
eg
F
Lighter prefinal syllable
due to Parse F-to-Ft

Ft
g

F

The unfooted syllables incur violations of the weight-relativized
Parse-F-to-Ft hierarchy. To minimize the Parse-F-to-Ft violations, these
syllables tend to be less prominent, lying on the lighter side of the weight
scale. Hence the canonical South-East Asian word structure, where a
‘minor’ syllable precedes a ‘major’ syllable. This is the generalization that
1-V is meant to capture.
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Let me now discuss briefly the allomorphy of the causative affix,
which was left unaccounted for in the analysis of section 4. In the
perfectives of the causative voice shown b elow, the cau sative affix is
realized as /tr/ in the case of the perfective o f biconson antal bases, i. e.
c 1r.c 2vc 3, but as /r/ in the case of triconson antal bases, i.e. c 1r.c 2vc 3.
52. Causative Voice

Biconso nantal

Triconsonantal

Base (Ac t. Perf.)

c 1vc 2
k ]] w ‘to call’

c 1.c 2vc 3
s.l] g ‘to lie down’

Perfective

tr.c 1vc 2
tr.k ]] w

c 1r.c 2vc 3
sr.l ] g

This allomorp hy is driven by proso dic requirements. Assuming that
underlyingly the affix is /tr/, the alternative candidate for a triconsonantal
base, c 1.tr.c 2vc 3, with full expression of the affix, has one more minor
syllable than c1r.c 2vc 3. Accord ing to the assum ption that minor syllables
are not parsed into feet, this extra minor syllable causes an additional
violation of a constraint in the Parse-F-to-Ft hierarchy (Parse-C-to-F). For
convenie nce, let us call this constra int *M I N O R. To avoid the extra
violation of *M I N O R, part of the causative affix /tr/ may be left unparsed.
In particular, /t/ will remain unparsed because /r/ is a more sonorous
segment and thus a better coda than /t/. Also, affix allomorphy is preferred
to base allomorphy. In terms of constraint ran king this means , M AX Base >>
*M I N O R >> M AX Affix (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1994a).
To summarize, I have proposed a conception of syllabic weight as a
scale incorporating the following distinctions of prominence, from
heaviest to lightest: CV:C > {CV :, CVC} > CV > CC > C. I have argued
that some constraints of the grammar in fact reflect this scale of weights.
This proposal allows us to better understand the basic prosody of Temiar
and other South-East Asian languages, while at the same time capturing
generali zations about syllabic parsing that apply to other unrelated
languages as well. I leave further exploration of this proposal for future
research.
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NOTES
1. A first version of this chapter was circulated as Gafos (1995c). On the
core idea of the chapter, the elimination of long-distance consonantal
spreading, the article published as Gafos (1988 a) offers detailed analyses,
further justification of the correctness of this elimination, and discussion
of its most direct implications for morphophono logy. Other works building
on the main result of Gafos (1988a) includes Rose (1997, to appear) and
Berent, Everett & Shimron (s ubmitted). F urther implica tions for the notion
of template in reduplicative morphology have been explored in the article
published as Gafos (1998b).
2. This chapter makes no claims abo ut the represe ntation of true ge minate
consonants, generally assumed to involve double linking between two
skeleton-adjacent positions. It is only long-distance geminates that I argue
should not be represented as doubly linked structures. See Itô & Mester
(1993) on the status of true geminates in OT.
3. On the motivation for revising the original OT P ARSE /F ILL conception
of faithfulness in Prince & Smolensky (1993) and McCarthy & Prince
(1993a), see McCarthy & Prince (199 5a) and McCarthy (1995).
4. It is to be kept in mind that an independ ent set of the sam e constraints
holds for the Input/O utput corre sponde nce relation, n amely, M AX IO and
D EP IO. For extensions of correspondence theory to faithfulness relations
between output forms see Benua (1995), Flemming & Kenstowicz (1995),
and McCarthy (1995) (cf. Burzio 1994 ).
5. See Jenner (1969) on Khmer, Svantesson (1983) on Kammu, and
Henderson (1952) on K ambodian.
6. See Diffloth ( 1976b ,c) for brief de scriptions of S emai and J ah-H ut
respectively. It is clear from these descriptions that the morphologies of
Jah-Hut and Semai are very similar to that of Tem iar. Finally, Nico le
Kruspe at the University of Melbourne, currently involved in fieldwork on
the South Aslian language Semelai, informs me of the close similarities of
this language to Temiar.
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7. Southeast Asianist James Matisoff who introduced the term
‘sesquisyllabic’ (meaning, one and a half syllables, Matisoff 1978) for
words like s.l ] g ‘to lie down’ also agrees with this interpretation of minor
syllable vowels (p.c., May 20, 1995).
8. This allom orphy will not b e dealt with in this ch apter. It is discuss ed in
an excursus in section 9.
9. The alignment constraint on the placement of the affixes in Temia r
essentially requires that the Root node of the affix be in the rime position
of the prefinal syllable. Hence, in operational terms, the aspectual
morpho logy of Te miar can b e seen as the a ddition of a m ora to the base.
Lombardi & McCarthy (1991) have argue d on the ba sis of cross-linguistic
evidence that the “theory must recognize an operation of mora
prefixation” (1991: p. 61). This operation is found in two Muskogean
languages, Choctaw and Alabama, and also in two Austronesian languages
Balangao and Keley-i. In these languages, as in Temiar, the added mora
is also realized with segmental material of the base.
10. These data also show the effects of a nasalization rule turning
voiceless stops to nasals in preconsonantal position. In the particular
example, re=rec, the copied /c/ nasalizes to /=/ before /r/. This alternation
in combina tion with anothe r rule of nasal assimilation will be discusse d in
the analysis of the c ontinuative asp ect.
11. Parts of the analysis presented in this section have appeared in Gafos
(1995a,b).
12. Comp are this to a pa rametric theo ry of unviolable conditions and
repair strategies, where constraints are either “on” or “off” for the who le
language (Paradis 1988). In such a theory this situation cannot be
coherently c haracterize d. O N S , for examp le, is “on” for eve ry syllable in
Temiar, i.e. it is never violated. Other constraints, however, like 1-V may
be violated under ce rtain conditions.
13. *PL/P is, in other words, the encapsulation of the M arkedness
Hierarchy. See Prince & Smolensky (1993: §8.4).
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14. A variant of this candidate , c 1v.c 2a.c 1vc 2, avoids the onsetless syllab le
but causes a fatal violation of another und ominated constraint, S ROLE , to
be introduced below.
15. This, in fact, has been suggested in the analysis of Broselow &
McCarthy (1983).
16. I assume, of course, a supero rdinate constraint that requires empty
Root nodes in the inpu t to be filled with seg mental mate rial, technically
F ILLSegment or F ILLPlace of Prince & Smolensky (1993), section 9.1.2.
17. Expressives in Temiar and other Aslian languages employ similar
types of affixation and copying as found in the verbal morphology of the
language (see Diffloth 1972, 1976a,b).
18. Compare this with Makassarese (McCarthy & Prince 1994b), which
has the same co nstraint on pla ce assimilation of nasals, but th e
reduplicated form bulam -bula  ‘months’ (where m corresponds to  )
shows that the inverse ranking is involved, i.e. NC >> ID E N T(PL).
19. See Sauss ure’s informa tive discussion of the terms ‘ad duction’,
‘abduction’ in the appendix on physiological phonetics of his Cours de
linguistique générale (Saussure 1986: pp. 50 ff.).
20. The mo tivation for Morphological Opacity (MO) is that after the
application of the Continuative Association Rule there are only three
available C positions in the template CgCVC but five unassociated
consona nts underlined in the melodic sequence s l ] g s l ] g. MO thus
excludes possible outputs like s g s ] g, where/l/ remains unassociated.
Notice that M O is a constraint on the output of the derivation, and
essentially a predec essor of M AX IO, one of the undominated constraints of
the OT analysis prop osed earlie r.
21. An alternative mode of association in the TA model does not help
either. Yip (1988) has p roposed an edge-in linking mode, in which the
segments at the edges of a copied melody are first linked to the positions
at the edges o f a template. O ne of the con tinuative pattern s, c 1c 2.c 1vc 2,
suggests edge-in linking, assuming that the template is some sort of
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reduplicative heavy syllable. How ever, edge -in linking does n ot help in
c 1c 3.c 2vc 3, where only one consonant gets copied.
22. It should be mentioned that the arguments in this section, especially
those against the distinction b etween red uplication an d LDC -spreading in
McCarthy (1979, 1981), are not meant to underscore weaknesses in the
specific analyses in question but rather the limitations of the general
framework those analyses presupposed, which obscured the similarities
between LDC-spreading and reduplication.
23. For the Hebrew patterns, it will be shown in section 7 that the size of
the bisyllabic template imposed on the output, rather than the segmental
markedness con straints, determines the number of cop ied segments.
24. This argument is insp ired by Pa dgett’s work, especially the discussion
in his ‘Feature Classes’ theory of featural organization. The idea there is
that constraints that require the spreading of a feature clas s, while
mentioning the class as a whole in their statement, spread its individual
members. If the class spreading constraint is viola ble, it becom es possible
to spread less than the totality of the features in the class, widening the
empirical coverage of the theory by capturing phenomena of ‘nonconstituent’spreading. Such phe nomena were prob lematic for pa st rigid
notions of class sprea ding, where classes of features had to spread as a
whole. See Pad gett (1995, 199 6) for details.
25. Place features of co nsonants, it has been a rgued, spre ad over v owels
in the case of consonant harmony systems, where the harmonizing features
are usually those classified under the coronal place of articulation (Shaw
1991). This doe s not affect the arg ument in the tex t. Even under traditional
assumptions, consonant harmony does not require V/C planar segregation
but instead employs tier segregation, where the Roots of vowels and
consona nts are on the same plane but their features may lie on different
tiers. In contrast, in past theories LDC-spreading requires V/C planar
pegregation, because “spreading” targets the whole segment. For
consonant harmony see chapter 5.
26. Other less known languages thought to employ V/C segregation
include Ainu (Itô 1984), Sierra Miwok (Smith 1985), and Gta § (McCarthy
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1982). Their use of V/C segregation has also been controversial as
discussed in Steriade (1986) for Ainu and Sierra Miwok, and Odden
(1987 ) for Gta § .
27. The analysis presented here is similar to that of B at-El (199 4) in this
respect. It differs, however, from it in one significant respe ct. Her rule of
‘Melody Overwriting ,’ a peculiar asp ect of Semitic morpho logy, is shown
here to be the effect of a simple constraint ranking M AX AFFIX-IO >>
M AX BASE-IO, requiring that the segmental content of an affixal formative be
expressed fully in the output to the expense of the full expression of base
segmental material, due to the bisyllabic c onstraint on the output. T his
same idea extends straightforwardly to other cases of Arabic morphology
as well. For example, the passiv e of katab ‘wrote’, kutib, is derived by
affixation of /ui/ under the ranking M AX AFFIX-IO >> M AX BASE-IO, forcing
‘replacement’ of the vocalism of the base by the vocalism of the affix.
28. The analysis above then essentially shows tha t the single case in
Arabic where LDC-spreading was thought to apply can be analyzed
without this mechanism.
29. The ideas in this section have been presente d at the 1996 GLOW
workshop on Weight Effects (Gafos 1996).

